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I met somebody a little while ago who 
was heading, at a rough guess, for their 
eighties. It was one of those dog situa-
tions that started it because the dude 

would have normally crossed the street to 
not have to talk to somebody like me–and I 
would have been pleased that he did so, be-
cause it saved me a trip.

Anyway, while the dogs were playing Ca-
nasta, we spoke to each other like Human 
Beings and you know what... it was OK. 
Nobody died and even when the dogs had fin-

S A T U R D A Y  N I G H T 
&  S U N D A Y  M O R N I N G

ished their game, we continued superficially 
checking each other out using words.

Of note, for the purposes of this column, he 
told me he still didn’t know what he wanted 
to be when he grew up and at some point in 
the future, he would like a portrait tattoo of 
Harold Lloyd because even after all these 

HE STILL DIDN’T KNOW WHAT HE WANTED TO 
BE WHEN HE GREW UP AND THAT HE WOULD 
LIKE A PORTRAIT OF HAROLD LLOYD

Gateway Drugs

SION SMITH • EDITOR
editor@skindeep.co.uk

Adam White
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S A T U R D A Y  N I G H T 
&  S U N D A Y  M O R N I N G

years, Harold was still the only man who 
made him laugh until it hurt.

Now, if you’re less than say, 50, you’ve 
probably never heard of Harold Lloyd. He 
was (mostly) a silent movie actor who did 
knockabout comedy combined with great 
stunts that considered health and safety to 
be something people would think about at 
some point in the future. If memory serves, 
he lost a finger and a thumb when he mistook 
a bomb for a movie prop, though why a bomb 
should be lying around the place instead of a 
prop we can only guess at.

I told him that was something I could help 
him with. Finding a decent artist to run up 
a portrait of Harold Lloyd (that didn’t end 
up looking like a portrait of Harold the tarot 
reading clown from Chernobyl sea-front) is 
right up my street. We talked about all the 
usual things that go along with getting your 
first, I pulled a few strings and presto: a friend-
ly artist with the necessary skills was only too 
happy to get on board with the project. 

By the end of the week, we hit Event Horizon.
Over the last few sunny weeks, I’ve seen 

him out a few times in The Shire. He’s traded 
in a shirt for a t-shirt somewhere along the 
way hoping that people will stop him in the 
street and ask about his tattoo and they do. 
I’ve never seen him so animated. Getting the 
tattoo was a tiny step when I think about it. 
What it’s really done, is given him a gateway 
to talk long and hard about something he 
loves very much.

How the hell do you get a conversation 
started about a long dead silent movie actor 
that not many people talk about? Apparently, 
you get a tattoo of him and the world turns 
into your oyster. 

He also told me that his wife said if he 
didn’t get rid of it, she would leave him and 
go and move in with their kids.

“If I had known how many good things 
could come from getting a tattoo, I would 
have got one years ago...”

I don’t know if this is true or not, but it 
made me laugh. Once.

I find it quite peculiar that such a simple 
thing (that I very much take for granted 
these days) can change the course of a life in 
this way.

He used to be some old guy that I saw oc-

GETTING THE TATTOO HAS ENABLED HIM TO 
TALK LONG AND HARD ABOUT SOMETHING 
HE LOVES VERY MUCH
casionally who I never spoke to because he looked so damn miserable. 
Now, even though I’m not likely to invite him round for tapas and gin 
spritzers anytime soon, I would probably go so far as to say he was 
something close to a friend. 

Or maybe we are just friendly. 
Yeah, that’s close enough.
Seems to me, all he really wanted to do when he grew up was talk 

about the one thing he was most passionate about but could never 
find a way to bring it up in conversation.

Since this good deed, I have found him to be on my dog walking 
schedule a lot more often, even when it’s raining. I’ve had to brush 
up on my silent comedy movie stars so as I don’t get left behind and 
I’m even getting good at laughing at things that either aren’t funny or 
pretending not to have heard the Not Funny Thing three or four times 
that week already.

I considered suggesting that he brush up on his own silent comedy 
skills between now and Christmas but that’s just mean.

Maybe it’s just time to go further out of The Shire than I’ve ever 
been before. •

Nomi Chi
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T H E  W O M A N  I N  T H E  W O O D S

You know that phrase: it’s not what 
you say, but how you say it? Well, 
when it comes to undergoing The 
Tattoo Inquisition from others, 

this is true to a certain extent, yes, but the 
truth is, sometimes, it is explicitly WHAT is 
said, not HOW it is said, that can rub us up 
the wrong way, us ordinary yet decorated hu-
man beings going about our daily business.

We’ve written before in these pages about the 
usual suspects: “what did that cost?”, “but what 
will you look like when you’re older?”, “don’t 
you regret them?” and my recent favourite “how 
long did that take?” (referring to the entirety of 
my body to which I replied “there is obviously 
no quantifiable answer to that question as un-
surprisingly I have not been specifically timing 
a decade-worth of tattoo appointments”). 

Anyhow, this weekend at a friend’s wed-
ding I had the privilege of enduring a tattoo 
interrogation that was nothing less than 
inspiring. After hearing, “I am so sorry, you 
must get asked this all the time, but could I 
pick your brain for just 2 minutes about tat-
toos?”, I moved myself closer to the random 
lady at breakfast and replied, “yes, of course”. 

We chatted for 20 minutes: what was my fa-
vourite tattoo, if I could get another right now 
what would it be, did I prefer machine or hand-
poke methods, and lastly, could I give any ad-
vice on where to look online for a female, vegan 
tattooist in the UK? I had all the succinct an-
swers for these questions. Boom. This felt good. 

Why couldn’t all tattoo conversations with 
strangers be this interesting?

Whilst I revelled in the opportunity to re-
flect on my own tattoo decisions in front of 
someone who was actually absorbing the 
waffling that came out of my mouth, that last 
question did bring me to a halt. Of course, I 
easily reeled off the names of about 5 differ-
ent favourite female, vegan tattooists and 
this lady proceeded to make notes in her 
phone, but once we had parted ways I real-
ised that there were still holes in this indus-
try that we could work to fill. 

How great would it be if there was one, sin-
gle, central, online database of all licensed, re-
spected, GOOD tattooists – a place on which 
my new friend could have searched by filters, 

such as gender, vegan set-up, location and 
style? This is something that many companies 
have tried to create in the past and I’ve never 
seen it work. Without a website owner a) ex-
tremely immersed in the tattoo world and 
free from brand bias, b) managing the quality 
control of who is registered on this database, 
c) inputting tattooist profiles manually them-
selves (with consent), and d) ensuring all of 
this is done for free with absolutely no cost to 
the user or artist… the site will never work.

I realised that I loved my recent random 
line of questioning because it reminded me 
of not just how far tattooing has come, but 
also how far it could still go in the future. 
Sometimes it’s a wonderful thing to not know 
all of the answers. Sometimes it’s a wonder-
ful thing to know that there are mountains 
left to climb. Now we just need to figure out 
which tracks to take to get to the top… slowly, 
safely, and together.

SOMETIMES IT’S A WONDERFUL THING TO 
NOT KNOW ALL OF THE ANSWERS…

REBECCA RIMMER

Henning Jorgensen

We never get anywhere without asking questions



A D V E R T I S E M E N T  F E A T U R E

www.hobojack.co.uk 
@hobojackclothingThe  Summer Six Collection from 

Hobo Jack is aesthetically vi-
brant and sure to turn heads aplen-
ty when you don this magnificent 

series of apparel over the summer months. 
The striking nature of the illustrations used 
in this collection, which includes tattoo regu-
lars like bulldogs, tigers and panthers, really 
does help to make this range stand out from 
the competition and we can’t believe just how 
affordable Hobo Jack t-shirts are—from £5.95 

up to £16.00. Something which makes it hard 
not to want to buy every one of the new tees in 
their Summer Six collection.

UK based Hobo Jack have become experts 
in producing the sorts of T-shirts that men 
love over the last few years and they’ve really 
hit the nail on the head with this Summer Six 
Collection. Visually vibrant, handprinted in 
the UK and boasting great comfort courtesy 
of the 100% ring spun cotton used in their 
creation, what’s not to like? •

Hobo Jack

@dannywoodstockphotographer
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ALL SUBMISSIONS TO SLEEVE NOTES GRATEFULLY RECEIVED. BE IT NEWS, AN EVENT, NEW MERCH, A STUDIO MOVE... WE'LL DO OUR VERY 
BEST TO LET EVERYBODY ELSE KNOW ABOUT IT TOO. EMAIL: NEWS@SKINDEEP.CO.UK OR IF YOU WANT TO BE ARCHAIC ABOUT THE WHOLE 
AFFAIR: SKIN DEEP, THE OLD SCHOOL, HIGHER KINNERTON, CHESTER CH4 9AJ. BRING IT.

www.facebook.com/tattoomagazinetwitter.com/skindeepmag
SLEEVE NOTES

Our fine friends over in Florence have handed us five pairs of tickets to 
spend the weekend with them across the weekend of 5, 6 and 7 October. 
With some fantastic artists at your disposal, this year looks to be as strong 
as ever (and also features a guest appearance from Lyle Tuttle) which is 
the one very singular thing that keeps us going back year after year - you 
can’t ever ask for more than that no matter how beautiful the city you’re 
hosting it in may be.

All you have to do is fire an email to editor@skindeep.co.uk with the subject 
line FLORENCE 2018 and we’ll pluck 5 names out of the bottom drawer.

Closing date for this is September 21st to give you time to book your 
flights and pack your bags.

You can check out the full artist list here: florencetattooconvention.com
See you there.

WIN 5 PAIRS OF TICKETS TO FLORENCE TATTOO CONVENTION!
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Meet the artist bringing a whole new meaning to the ‘tattoo stencil’

Italian tattooist Welle Frangette describes her first 
encounter with tattooing as “being satisfied with 
the interaction between me and the machine”. That 
was back then—today, her art has progressed to new 

levels and her recent Lino Project shows her dedication 
to keeping the creativity of the artform alive.

“The Lino Project was born on a sunny afternoon at my 
house,” she recalls, “I was carving linos, and for a joke, 
started to print it on my boyfriend’s arm.” A new idea was 
born. After repeatedly experimenting on some willing 
canvases, Welle now draws a client-base specifically in-

terested in this creative stencilling process. 
Lino printing, for those who don’t know, involves tak-

ing a piece of flexible linoleum and hand-carving a pat-
tern or image into one side, by removing the negative 
space with a chisel. What’s left is a stamp that can be used 
to create art on paper, or in Welle’s case, on skin. 

Once the engraving is created, Welle mixes carbon and 
alcohol in order to successfully transfer the image direct-
ly from the lino onto the body: “I must stay focused,” she 
explains, “and find the right spot for it to stay harmoni-
ous with the morphology of her/his body, to respect the 

CARVING
THE FUTURE
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shape of the muscle it’s on—it must become a full part of 
the body.” For Welle, this is what makes a good tattoo, one 
that looks “as if it has always been there”. 

At the moment, she’s unable to take custom orders for 
bespoke imagery created in this way, due to the complex-
ity of the process, but has created many lino tattoos of 
her own stamps, her own ideas, and they’re incredibly 
unique. Even the final tattoos give a faded, hand-made, 
hand-stamped effect, just like lino on paper. I ask Welle 
if this is intentional and she confirms, “yes, I try my best 
to make this effect as much as possible on the skin”. This 
is no quick party trick—the entire journey from carving 

to skin is a long one, and Welle lists getting the “emotion” 
right for each piece one of the most difficult things, “deep 
black can be scary, it’s pretty intense”. 

The artist doesn’t see herself as defined by this new ex-
perimental idea, by any means: “my style is varied, I am 
not stuck on lino… my spirit and mind are always starv-
ing for new sources.” With a background and education 
in graphic art, it’s clear where her lino printing influences 
were born, but the progressive industry of tattooing has 
taught her that moving forward and experimenting will 
always be important. When I ask her what she loves most 
about tattooing, she says, “not having limits.” •

You can find Welle in person at Les Gentils Méchants in Angers, France. On Instagram, she’s @wellefrangette.
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Wayne Simmons talks with some of his 
favourite rebels within tattooing, artists 

doing something different with their inks. 
This month he meets Polish tattooist 

and marathon runner, Inez Janiak

 @ineepine

Photos of Inez taken by Jacek Kłosowski (  @klosowski.jacek)

REBEL
INC.

For many people, the very act of becoming a 
tattoo artist seems rebellious enough, never 
mind the kind of tattoos you make. Getting a 
tattoo may not be much to write home about, 

these days, but try telling your folks that you want to quit 
the day job or studies to become a tattooist full-time and 
see how far you get. Even today, the tattooing lifestyle still 
carries a certain stigma. There’s a lot of pressure to stick 
with the programme, get a ‘proper’ job and settle down. 

So it was for Inez Janiak. Like many people her age, Inez 

They all had big 
dreams, but they 

were slowly 
forgetting them. 

They realised 
that life is not as 
colourful as they 

were thinking before
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was expected to follow her friends to university and work 
towards getting that proper job. “They all had big dreams,” 
she tells me. “But they were slowly forgetting them. They 
realised that life is not as colourful as they were thinking 
before. I never wanted to live like this, though. My dream 
was always to have a job I’m interested in. So I left uni and 
bought some tattoo machines.”

Add to this the fact that Inez is from Poland. Today, 
the tattoo scene is thriving there, as it is throughout 
most of Europe, with a lot of amazing artists working 

in a lot of different styles. Yet back in 2011, when Inez 
made the jump, it was quite a different story. “Seeing a 
tattooed woman walking down the street was something 
quite extraordinary,” she points out. “It was a different 
time. People still thought of tattoos as something only 
criminals would get. Now it’s normal. We have huge tattoo 
conventions almost every month and a lot of tattoo studios 
opening in every town. So I think tattoos are becoming just 
as popular in Poland as they are anywhere else.”

Seeing a tattooed 
woman walking 
down the street 
was something quite 
extraordinary
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But that’s not where her rebellion ended. Even within 
tattooing, Inez felt compelled to go against the grain. She 
tells me that in her early days within the industry, some of 
her peers tried to discourage this rebellious streak within 
her, push her towards a more ‘safe’ style of tattooing. But 
Inez was adamant about the kind of artist she wanted to 
be. “For the first few years, I was tattooing in a sort of neo-
traditional style, but it really wasn’t my thing. I decided to 
do what I’ve always been doing, even since I was a kid—the 
same kind of doodles on paper. Those drawings were kind 
of chaotic, not what you would normally see in tattoos, but 
I still wanted to use them as a base for tattoo designs. This 
is how I came up with the tattoos I make today.” 

One of the things I love best about Inez’s work is her 
focus on strong line work. I’ve seen other ‘sketchy’ or avant 
garde artists go for a more freeform style that can result in 

a piece losing shape or definition. But the work Inez puts 
out remains grounded, making for strong and confident 
tattoos that should stand the test of time. I wonder if this is 
intentional on her part. And if so, what process she uses to 
ensure her tattoos retain this focus.

“It’s hard for me to explain,” she begins. “How I create my 
designs… I guess it all just happens in my head. I see a lot of 
pictures every moment, everything around me inspires me 
and I transfer it all into those lines I draw. It’s as simple as that.” 

Naturally, she takes her cue from her clients and what 
they ask for. This forms the subject matter of her tattoos. 
With the design and realisation, it all comes down to how 
Inez interprets those initial ideas. “They trust me and that’s 
important,” she says. “I’m really happy about that.”

While Inez would see her tattoos as very much her own 
creation, she still acknowledges the things that inspire 
her, the other artists she’s looked up to. “Timur lysenko 
and Chris Rigoni. They are not afraid to experiment.” She 
admires Da Vinci but when it comes to what really makes 
her tick, like a lot of tattoo artists I talk with, it’s the world 
of comics and animation. “I’m a huge fan of a comic books,” 
she enthuses. “Marvel and DC in particular. I also love 
Dragon Ball by Akira Toriyama, and I think that’s very 
visible in my work. I love Japanese artwork and tattoos.”

It all just happens 
in my head. I see 
a lot of pictures 
every moment, 
everything around 
me inspires me and I 
transfer it all into 
those lines I draw
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And then there’s her running. Inez is a committed 
marathon runner, perhaps the only passion to rival that of 
her art.  I wonder how the two compliment each other: is 
running an escape from the world of art and tattoos, a way 
to clear her head? Or is it just another part of the tattooing 
process, a space to work through designs and ideas. 

“It’s the first one,” she tells me. “I’m running long 
distances to clear my head. I work hard every day, taking 
on challenges and making decisions about the day and 
my whole life. With running, it’s a time reserved only for 
myself. Simply put, it’s my way of meditation.” That’s not to 

say that tattooing doesn’t sometimes creep into her head 
during her runs, but it’s certainly not something Inez tries 
to encourage. In fact, if anything, it’s the tattooing that fits 
around her running schedule. “I’m always trying to connect 
running in important marathons all around the world with 
my guest spots,” she tells me. “For example, next year I’m 
visiting Brazil for a guest spot and I’ve made it fit in with the 
Sao Paulo marathon.”

For Inez, it’s the perfect combination. One for her body, 
her heart and her mind. The other for her soul.

“It’s true,” she says, smiling. “Running, travelling and 
tattooing has given me a beautiful life.” •

I’m running long 
distances to clear my 

head. With running, it’s a 
time reserved only for 
myself. Simply put, it’s 
my way of meditation
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COLOURING
OUTSIDE

THE LINES
Mattia Mambo didn’t set out to become a tattooer. Yes, he was hoping to have a 

creative career, but during his time as an art student he never planned on entering 
the tattoo world… until everything just fell into place. Next thing you know, he 
was pioneering his very own style, dubbed ‘destrutturato’ or ‘deconstructed’ 

in Italian, and opening a private shop in a small town in northern Italy

“When I finished my artistic 
studies, I was looking for 
a job that would allow 
me to earn something 

to support myself,” says Italian artist Mattia 
Mambo before sharing the reality check he got 
early on: “I liked the idea of remaining in the 
field of art, however, I realised that it wasn’t 
easy to find something like that.”

“After a few months of interviews, which 
all went wrong, I woke up one morning and, 
without knowing anything about tattoos, 
I went to Milan to Sunskin Tattoo to buy a 
starter kit with the only money I had in my 
pocket,” he continues.

During his visit to Sunskin, which has 
been selling professional tattoo equipment, 
including machines, since 1997, “the guy who 

was working explained to me in five minutes 
how to assemble the tattoo machine.” The 
rest he had to figure out on his own.

“I came back to my friend’s house and I 
tattooed a rose on my thigh,” recalls Mambo. 
In the year that followed, he kept tattooing 
and teaching himself, but admits, “I never 
liked tattooing at home so, after some time, I 
looked for a studio. Then I started paying my 
dues for a year and a half before becoming a 
full-fledged tattooer.”

Surprisingly, despite his dedication, he 
was “never worried about not succeeding 
in doing this professionally because during 
the first years, I didn’t really think that it 
would become my job,” he says candidly. “I 
liked doing it and I used to do it pretty well, 
but I did it without thinking and without 

Mambo Tattoo Shop
Via Yuri Gagarin 14
Meda, Italy 

 mambotattooer
 mambotattooshop
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establishing any objectives. There was never 
a moment in which I decided to do it as a 
career — things have just come on their own.”

The Birth Of 
‘Destrutturato’
“The first time I saw tattoos I was 16 years 
old,” remembers Mambo. “A good friend of 
mine had started getting his whole arm tat-
tooed with a realistic black and white style 
from a tattooer in a place near where I was 
living. I remember that, one day, I decided 
to go with him to a session because I was in-
terested to know how it worked. Honestly, 
I didn’t want to start tattooing in that mo-

ment,” he elaborates. “I remember that I was 
quite impressed with the technique of the 
tattoo, but I didn’t think about trying it.”

From not being interested to eventually 
teaching himself how to tattoo, Mambo has 
come a hell of a long way and now, he even has 
his own signature style. After drawing bold 
black outlines, Mambo fills them in with bright 
colors that pop from a mile away… all while 
making sure to never colors inside the lines.

The attention-grabbing aesthetic, which 
he’s dubbed ‘destrutturato’ or ‘deconstruct-
ed’ in Italian, has gained fans all over the 
world, but just like with his initial pursuit of 
tattooing, it was all a happy accident.

“Of course I remember it! It was an ice 

Mambo 
on... life 
outside 

tattooing
“Travelling, cooking and 
playing football are my 

favourite hobbies. If you 
don’t find me in my studio, 
you can search for me in 
a kitchen, cooking over a 

hot stove, on a plane or on 
a soccer field and you’ll 

certainly find me.”

C O L O U R I N G  O U T S I D E  T H E  L I N E S
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cream!” he laughs about his first-ever destrut-
turato design. “I remember I was at home and 
I was drawing without thinking about what I 
was doing. I drew an ice cream by pencil and, 
as I had a black broad tip marker by my side, 
I did the black lines using it, passing by again 
several times. The forms of colour came out 
by chance, and so did the entire drawing.”

“The following morning, when I saw it on 
the table, I thought it was something that I 
could try to tattoo — that was my first destrut-
turato,” he adds before confessing, “I never 
imagined people would like it so much!”

“What inspired me the most was my pas-
sion for graphic design and for logos,” explains 
Mambo. “I’m encouraged by the objective of 

simplifying an image as much as possible and 
making it clear and intuitive by using only a few 
black lines. Then the colour tells what the black 
lines cannot because of the simplification.”

But destrutturato images aren’t the only 
things he tattoos. Mambo also has a pen-
chant for traditional and Japanese designs 
— his favourites. “I love working on these 
styles,” he gushes. “Both drawing and tat-
tooing them. They’re very stimulating for 
me because I always try to put something 
of mine into them. I believe that they’re the 
only two real styles of tattoo. Those that, as 
much as skin ages, become better-looking 
with time. Those that are full of history and 
loaded with iconography.”
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Ink, The Italian Way
Before opening his own shop this past April, 
Mambo could be found creating amazing 
pieces at Lodo Tattoo in the small town of 
Cesano Maderno in northern Italy.

Tasked with sharing the biggest lesson he 
learned while there, he admits, “That’s a good 
question, and it’s the first time I’ve thought 
about it. I worked at Lodo for six years and 
during the first few years, two other tattooers 
were working there: Ettore and Cristian. 
From them I certainly learned how to relate 
with older tattooers — with respect and 
humility. I learned to work hard without 
feeling better than those who have a longer 
and more difficult way behind their backs.”

“From Lodo, the owner of the studio, 
I learned lots of things concerning the 
management of a studio — some good, some 
bad. I embraced them and understood what 
is the best way for me to approach this job.”

After leaving Lodo, Mambo set up shop in 
the city of Meda nearby and opened the doors 
to Mambo Tattoo just a few months ago. As 

he explains, the decision was “born from the 
necessity of having a personal space where I 
can take it easy and manage my work without 
answering to anybody about my schedule, 
transfers, conventions, guests, etc. It’s a very 
intimate place where I work alone and I can 
establish a different relationship with my 
customers than if I were at another studio in 
which more people work simultaneously.”

Becoming a business owner has taken 

Mambo on… 
drawing 

inspiration
“I’m inspired by everything 

which is fresh and 
interesting, from tattoos 

to graphic design, 
illustrations, cinema, TV 

series, cooking and more. 
Anything that lets me 

come up with an idea that 
I can transform into a 

tattoo.”

C O L O U R I N G  O U T S I D E  T H E  L I N E S
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some adjusting to, though. “The most 
difficult part is certainly that of the 
responsibility of having a fixed task every 
day, both at a bureaucratic level and at a level 
of organisation,” he starts. “But the best part 
is that every day I feel like I am at home!”

He’s working solo at the moment, but “the 
idea is to have some guest artists, especially 
those who are friends. I like the idea of 
sharing my studio with people that I met on 
my way up to now. People with whom I can 
not only tattoo, but also paint, cook, watch a 
film and be good together.”

As for the shop’s location, “Meda is a small 
city that is about 30 minutes by train from 
Milan and it’s where I live. Beyond Mambo, 
there’s a studio of very good guys who make 
realistic black and white tattoos with whom 
there’s affection and mutual respect. It’s 
called Isaac Tattoo.”

“For the most part, my customers come 
from far away and it’s for this reason that 
I decided to open my studio just in front 
of the train station, so that it’s easily 

accessible,” he says. Ask him for sightseeing 
recommendations, however, and he’ll take 
you straight to Milan. “In Meda there is all you 
need, but it’s a small residential city. There are 
parks, bicycle lanes, excellent restaurants and 
pubs, but there’s nothing for tourism.”

Looking ahead, another unexpected move 
can be glimpsed on the horizon. “I would like to 
create a clothing brand, designing T-shirts and 
sweatshirts,” he reveals. “I’ve been thinking 
about it for some time, but I’m still trying to 
understand what would be the best option and 
the right bureaucratic way to make it sellable. 
For the rest, I don’t have any long-term plans 
because I’m used to taking things day by day.” 
Because, when all is said and done, he already 
considers himself to be “a lucky man.” •
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If you are one of those who consider the best tattoo artists on the planet live far 
out of your comfort zone, it’s time to adjust your headset. This issue, the boss 
goes on holiday with Jon Potter because, well… it was time to do this properly:

After months of schedule 
clashes, but a fire in my 
head about getting this 
feature with Jon Potter 

done sooner rather than later, 
the only thing we had left in the 
arsenal when I found out Jon was 
going on holiday was to crash his 
party… just for an afternoon. It’s 
a strange world when you can fly 
to the side of his pool for less cash and about the same 
amount of time as it takes to get to Hull on a train.

I’ve said it before here, but it bears repeating. His work 
is always clean and original, always executed to within an 
inch of its life and his list of happy clients is as long as a 
runway—all of which is exactly the point of being a tattoo 
artist at large in the world today.

Budweiser to one side, let’s get this show on the road

It’s not the world’s best kept secret that a huge 
percentage of your work features flowers or at least 
some kind of plant based material. I would say you don’t 
have a problem with that description—is it something 
that’s happened by accident or design?
I’ll go along with that! I think it’s something that’s 
happened with a little bit of both I guess. When I first 
ever put a flower with a design I thought it complimented 
it so well. You can fill voids with leaves, falling leaves or 
even a random petal. There are many benefits to me as 
a tattooist using flowers. They’re timeless too and I feel 

like having my own signature style 
of flower sets aside my work.

I think that one of the things that 
gives you the freedom to work 
how you do is strong line work. 
Recently—and I’m talking over 
the last four or five years—I’ve 
seen hundreds of otherwise 
perfectly good tattoos ruined by 

either poor line-work or no line work at all. Not sure if 
that’s lazy, rebellion or just plain uneducated because 
it’s certainly not a good way to work… is that something 
you got drilled into you early on or a self-discovery?
I look at a tattoo like food, let’s say a cake. You have your 
base (outline), if this is shit then no matter how good 
everything is after this, it doesn’t matter what you do 
for the rest of your layers of cake. The cake will not look 
good! Same sort of thing with a house, if it’s got poorly 
built foundations– or none at all–but the interior is nice, 
is it really gonna look that good? 

I sometimes think the people flying through 
apprenticeships in around 37 minutes who then class 
themselves as big shot local celebs, literally pick one style 
of tattooing and go for it.

I absolutely love doing Polynesian, tribal and old English 
because it takes me back to my roots of line drawing the 
alphabet in old English letters, and I believe this is the real 
test of how well rounded you are as a tattoo artist. If you 
can’t execute all the basic fundamentals of a tattoo then 

 jonpotter_twistedimage
Email: jonpottertwistedimage@gmail.com 

Studio address: 20 Story Street, Hull, HU13SA 
01482 224350
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how are you ever going to surge forward by not exploring 
what a little bit of line work could do for you or more black 
in a piece? 

I was taught how to line and solid colour–everything else 
I learnt by getting tattooed myself. There’s a part of my 
personality that I love, and whatever I set out to do I will 
give it absolutely everything I have got even if it breaks me, 
and pulling a clean line and putting a solid tattoo happens 
to be one of those things. 

Do you ever get to spend a day in the woods or botanical 
gardens and think: “Holy crap, that’s a great shape for a 
flower, I’m having that?”
For me, it doesn’t really happen that easy. As an artist 
you’re constantly drinking in and bottling up your 
surroundings, whether that be the concrete jungle of 

home where I take a lot of my reference from, or the 
vibrant gardens of Marrakech with its bold colours and 
unusually bright, saturated plants.

Do you limit your colour palette or is everything fair game 
to get what you want out of it?
You could say my colour palette is BIG. Pretty much any-
thing and everything is fair game as long as the colours 
complement each other. I do try to broaden the hues I use 
and really try to push myself outside of my limits to do a 

You could say my colour palette is 
BIG. Pretty much anything and 
everything is fair game
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less-vibrant piece when the situation occurs, but due to 
the nature of my work it usually tends to err on the side of 
bright and bold. I like to build up the colours of a piece by 
looking at what colours complement each other and kind 
of go from there. For example, in a lot of my work you will 
see a warm red accent piece accompanied by a cold blue 
colour. One of my favourite colours of all time to tattoo 
is turquoise as it always just pops, and signs off my piece.

Which is pretty much the reason you’re one of the very 
few out there whose work I would know on first sight. If I 
were a tattooer, that’s what I’d be aiming for as well... to 
be number one in a field of one. It’s a no-brainer to take 
the competition out of the equation and just get along 
with what you want to be doing.
Thanks. I pride myself on the fact that I believe if you saw 
one of my pieces you would be like: “Yep. Jon Potter did 
that.” And I’ll never change that. Granted not everyone 

will want my style of tattoo but I will never ever change 
my style to accommodate whatever happens to be the 
latest tattoo to have. My work will evolve and incorporate 
these styles maybe, because I am always gonna be open to 
expanding my repertoire, but I can guarantee that you’ll 
still be saying, “Yep. Jon Potter did that.”

Here’s the theory I like to use when I draw and tattoo: 
If you can’t line up 20 people with tattoos and be able to 
instantly notice pieces I’d done, or if I don’t believe that 
I, or someone with a wealthy tattoo knowledge, couldn’t 
pick out my work from that line, then I’m not standing 
out. I’m not being different, I’m just blending into the 

If you can’t execute all the basic 
fundamentals of a tattoo then how 
are you ever going to surge forward?
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woodwork, and I don’t ever wanna hold that complacency.
I genuinely pride myself on being able to say that you could see 

a piece on someone passing you in the street and know instantly 
who did it. I don’t want my work to just be another brick in the 
wall, I want it be like “Booooooom—that’s fucking awesome and 
Jon Potter did it!”

One example, the hipster sloth I did, the guy attended a garden 
party afterwards then messaged me to tell four people had asked if 
I did it.

For me that’s the ultimate gratification.

I don’t usually ask about influences because I think it’s a lazy 
question, but I don’t think all of yours will be tattoo based and 
will be a little more out of the box. True fact?
This is the question I was dreading! I think it’s fair to say you’ve 
hit the nail on the head there; not all of my inspiration comes 
from tattoos or artists and the large majority that does comes 
from unlikely sources. I think the biggest and most recurring 
inspirations for my style, whose work has inspired me since the 
beginning would be Jeremy Miller. His colour and overall style of 
tattooing, blows my mind, and made me think ‘wow, I wanna stand 
out like that guy’. Another artist who truly inspires me would be 
Drewski Elish, who is not only an inspirational artist in his own 
right, but who also is a close friend, who’s work ethic and relentless 
talent pushes me to keep striving for greatness. Duncan Whitfield, 
who to me is the best black and grey realism artist in the UK, is not 

only one of the realest and most humble fellows 
I’ve had the pleasure to cross paths with, but 
who’s pure, unfiltered talent blows my ‘tache off 
with every single piece.

B u t  ove r a l l  i n s p i r a t i o n  c o m e s  f r o m 
everywhere; the seamless blends in a sunset or 
listening to the Bobby Tarantino II album by 
Logic, but most of all, the look on my clients face 
as they walk out of the door absolutely buzzing 
with their tattoo by me. That feeling never gets 
old, and pushes me to never stop grinding.

There seems to be a large hole these days 
between those who use and encourage flash 
and those who don’t go near it. Your work looks 
tailor made for it so I’m guessing you are a flash 
guy... and who doesn’t love at least the idea of 
getting tattooed that way!

I came up in a flash shop so it’s kinda where my 

People want to be unique these days but 
they still all get essentially the same 
tattoo right?
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roots are planted. I genuinely enjoy drawing all my de-
signs out in full when I can, so from sketch to completely 
digitally coloured. I love it, it opens up opportunities to 
try colouring something different to what you usually 
would, put light sources into play you can do so much 
stuff on iPads these days why not harness that and use it 
to propel you forwards?

I also enjoy it because it gives clients a true look at what 
they’d get if they book in for that particular piece. I’ve 
noticed it’s harder to shift a rough sketch than it is to put 
a fully finished flash piece out there.

Plus it looks awesome right?

Do you miss those flash shops? Or maybe more to the 
point, do you think the world is starting to miss out on 
flash shops and what they have to offer? My first tattoo 
was plucked from a flash rack and it certainly got me a 
far superior tattoo than anything that might have been 

lurking in my head back in the late eighties that’s for sure. 
That’s a tough one, because while it’s awesome getting to 
give someone something unique every day, I feel like the 
new flash shop is essentially Pinterest or Google images. 
Flash shops could have so many different variations of 
styles, so that if a client came in not knowing what they 
wanted, they were greeted with so much choice, while 
some designs would be done repeatedly and I think 
people want to be unique these days but they still all get 
essentially the same tattoo, right? 

We do have one flash rack in the studio because we get to 
put in what we wanna do! It also gives a client a little bit of 
inspiration even if they don’t choose something from that 
sheet they could be like ‘yeah I want this but can you put 
your own spin on it’… and I’ll be like Hell Yeah–let’s do it! 

I know you’re a big fan of what your iPad is capable 
of but do you think digital drawing and design can go 
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anywhere else for you as a tattooer? Is there anything else you 
can actually ask of such a device that would be useful to you?
That’s a tough one! I absolutely love the iPad Pro and it’s all I use. 
I’d love to be able to do more 3D drawings—for example if you did a 
drawing of a dagger, you would hypothetically move it around and 
spin it so you could use it at whatever angle you wanted, add light 
sources, add hands holding it and even flowers! Alongside this you 
could take inanimate objects and distort them too. 

I’m not sure if this has already been done—maybe it has, I’m too 
busy to look and find out! I follow and absolutely love the artist 
Tofi…some of his reference work/artwork looks as though he’s 
already using something that does this. 

One thing it has enabled is for me to play around with line 

weights a lot, so if I do my sketches or digitally 
coloured pieces, I get to play around with where 
my thick lines go, the next weight and then my 
thinnest lines.

I can also run over to the Eternal website, get 
the colours I use in tattoos, save the image of the 
colour charts and literally colour grab the actual 
ink colours I’d be using, so the artwork is as close 
to the physical tattoo it can be.

Considering we pulled that off under a baking 
equatorial sun (Jon’s natural environment per-
haps but certainly not mine) with a few beers to 
hand, I thought we stayed very focused.

Mr Potter is now back where he should be, do-
ing what he’s best at and has a lovely chair ready 
and waiting for you. •

If you can’t line up 20 people with tattoos 
and be able to instantly notice pieces I’d 
done, then I’m not standing out
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Is it possible to work freely in an industry 
that has such pre-defined notions of style 
and technique? With art, there is always 
room for freedom, says Chris Papadakis

@chris_tattooer

The

THIN
RED LINE

Words: Beccy Rimmer

As a big fan of traditional tattoos, I love 
discovering artists who take the long-
standing style and add a little some-
thing special to it. One of those artists 

is Chris Papadakis. After falling in love with tat-
tooing in the ‘90s, he simply “chased the dream 
and it happened”. To Chris, tattooing day-to-day 
is “giving all of your energy to it and yet it is not 
enough” – this high level of commitment to the art 
is evident in the solid, original and well-regarded 

work that he creates.
Chris refers to his artistic approach as “tradi-

tional hybrid, but a lot fancier due to its extended 
colour palette and the minor realistic details”. If 
he had to give his style a snappier name, he says 
he’d settle on “glam traditional”. He agrees that 
tattooing is a form of art, and that with any art 
“you must feel free… freedom must reign over your 
work”. For Chris, this means that over the years 
he’s been able to master a take on the traditional 
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that has its own identity – his tattoos are im-
mediately identifiable as his own, mainly due 
to their bright, limited colour schemes and 
his signature bold, red outline. 

His (now well-known) red borders first 
came into the world four years ago. “During 
a session, I was tattooing a dagger,” he tells 
me, “when I wondered how it would look in 
a coloured outline, so I did it, I liked it, then 
more people started asking for it.” Sessions 
where artists are able to experiment with 
these new ideas on impulse are some of the 
most memorable tattoos, says Chris – a tat-
tooist can go from a feeling of suspense, or 

creating the same type of work each day, to 
finding something new, something “finally 
pivotal to their style”, as he puts it.

Chris never allows any element of his per-
sonal style to restrict the best natural design 
for a tattoo: “if the red outline doesn’t re-
ally fit, I am not doing it.” Also, this level of 
creative experimentation doesn’t mean that 
Chris isn’t primarily engaged with the basics 
of how to create a good tattoo, and this is evi-
dent in the consistent, bold and crisp nature 
of each piece he creates. As he recites: “out-
lined in black, shaded in black, so you don’t 
have to come back”.

I wondered how it would look in a 
coloured outline, so I did it, I liked it, then 
more people started asking for it

T H E  T H I N  R E D  L I N E
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Allowing free expression to let him stray 
away from the roots of traditional tattoo-
ing has been an important part of Chris’ ap-
proach: “to be honest, I am not staying loyal 
to the roots… if someone asks for something 
really outside the box, that always motivates 
me to go astray.” He doesn’t see experimen-
tation as being anything other than natural 
– the roots can still be respected and no “bal-
ance is disturbed”. 

At the same time, he didn’t set out to inten-
tionally “individualise” his style, as he puts 
it – his portfolio today is merely the result of 
natural progression, going with the flow and 
allowing his tattoos to do nothing more than 
“express himself freely”, without any pre-
conceived ideas or ambitions: “I just want to 
feel good, every time I tattoo”.

You can find Chris at Moth and Rose Tattoo, 
Athens, Greece. He visits the UK twice a year 
and most recently guested in Manchester. 
Keep an eye out on his Instagram for future 
travel news (@chris_tattooer).
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The tattooist Evils imaginatively reworks the image of the human skull to be 
startlingly unfamiliar. Typical traits of the iconic fleshless object are all here; 
mandible is still intact, hollow eye sockets provide a soulless fixed stare, and 

glistening white teeth sit together in a deathly eerie grin. But there is something 
strangely different, something hypnotic in the artist’s ability for merging the 

living with the dead. Flora dances in a snakelike fashion sprouting from all 
sides, drawing breath into the lifeless. Animated and restless from their eternal 

slumber the tattooist’s creations won’t stay buried. Evils has laid his roots firmly 
in the land of the odd, raising the six feet under to the solid ground above...

Your tattoos read like a twisted anatomical atlas, what 
drew you to tattooing skulls and skeletons? 
I’ve always been drawn to creepy things, and this applies 
in my artwork too. I really love anything with an occult 
vibe, be it books, films, video games, and even my appear-
ance. I always tend to lean towards the way of darkness. 
I’m not a witch or anything but I wish I were. I’d love it 
if I could float around a bonfire in the full moon whilst I 
draw, casting spells and talking to goats. My inclination 
towards occult themed imagery led me to focus my work 
on skulls and skeletons in full force.

Obviously these subjects require precise intricate 
detail, what fascinates you about this type of tattooing? 
I think detail and intricacy is really fun, and it’s an awesome 
journey finding out the levels of detail I can put into tattoos 
when compared to my drawings. I’m trying to find a bal-
ance of what I can tattoo while still having it heal fine and 
last in the skin; it’s tricky but I enjoy the challenge. When 
I first started tattooing I wasn’t sure if it was ever going to 
work, I got told a lot that my drawings wouldn’t translate 
into tattoos but I think I’ve found a way to make it work 
now and I’m settling into something I could call a ‘style’. 

Do you have an anatomical background, or are you instead 
self-taught and passionate about the human body? 
I’d say I’m mostly self-taught, I’ve never had anyone teach 
me in school or college or anything on how to draw. I ac-
tually did really badly in college and university doing art 
courses because I don’t like being told what to do, and I 
don’t like the pressure of having to draw because someone’s 
asking me to. I like to draw when I want to draw; I sound 
like a hippy! However, my dad definitely got me into draw- W
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ing and art in general; he used to sit with me and show me 
how to draw the shapes of the human body. I’d trace Conan 
and Spawn comics when I was super young, which have a 
lot of fantasy/skeleton-esque imagery, and it all spiralled 
from there and my interest in that kind of fantasy/anatomy 
continues. Sometimes if I can’t figure out how to position a 
person in a drawing I’ll sketch out their skeleton first and 
build it up a little with muscles, I find it easier that way. 

Which leads me to ask do you maintain anatomical realism 
in your art, or do you prefer to use creative licence?
I don’t think it’s too important to maintain anatomical re-
alism, unless specifically requested to. I think it’s better 

to just make sure the tattoo or drawing looks cool; I like 
to prioritise a nice design over it being ‘realistic’. With a 
tattoo it’s really easy to mess the design up by focusing 
too much on accuracy and not thinking about how it’s 
going to sit on the skin or what looks best. It’s all one big 
learning curve that never ends, if someone specifically 
requests something to be anatomically correct I’ll make 
sure it is, but otherwise I just draw what looks coolest. 

But does it really make a difference in the end? What do 
you think tattooists can bring to imagery that forgoes 
bodily accuracy and proportion in favour of some 
imaginative representation and creative flair? 
I think working with the skin instead of a flat canvas 
brings a whole new problem to the table in that it needs 
to look correct on the body, style depending. With one-hit 
tattoos and traditional designs it looks great having them 
scattered about. But when it comes to some sleeves you 
need to consider the flow of the design and how it will sit 
on the arm or wherever. There’s some really cool artists 
working with skeleton imagery that isn’t bound by accu-
racy, Gara (@gara_tattooer) on Instagram does some of 
the coolest work I’ve ever seen; he does super awesome 
things with spines and bones. He did a sleeve I saw of a 

S K U L L S  A N D  T H O R N S
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spine going down someone’s arm, it looks fucking insane 
and wasn’t anatomically accurate but it was the coolest 
thing in the world. 
 
What tattooists do you particularly admire? Do you 
instinctively find yourself being drawn to other artists 
that focus on skull art? 
My favourite tattoo artist based on his artwork and tattoo 
work is definitely Robert Borbas (@grindesign_tattoo). If 
I can learn to be as good as he is one day I’d be very happy. 
I don’t necessarily find myself drawn to other artists who 
do a lot of skeleton work, just because I don’t want to sub-
consciously copy their ideas or something. I’m worried 
constantly of drawing something too similar to someone 
else by accident. I do however follow people on Instagram 
who tattoo creepy or gothic kind of things. I love Neil 
Dransfield (@neil_dransfield_tattoo); I think he does the 
best skeletons in all the land.

Your tattoos concentrate quite heavily on skull work, 
how do you ensure you don’t get pigeonholed into this 
type of work? How do you keep a fresh perspective 
going in your work? 
I really wouldn’t mind being pigeonholed into tattooing 

skeletons or skulls; I always say a skeleton day is a good 
day when I’m at work. But I do like to expand and try new 
things, so I just make sure to not be overly picky with 
what I tattoo. I’m lucky enough to work in a huge studio 
(Skins and Needles, Middlesbrough, UK) with plenty of 
artists covering a broad range of styles, so I’m never in a 
situation where I have to do tattoos I’m not comfortable 
with doing. However doing this constantly would make it 
easy to stick with doing one thing, so I like to evolve and 
try new techniques and styles but I try to always keep 
them creepy, dark and occult where possible. 

I have got to mention the amazing backpiece you 
completed featuring a surreal scenario of a Norse 
warrior fighting a skull-masked naked opponent with a 
God like figure observing from the skies above, where 
did you find inspiration for this piece?
The bottom of it, the battle scene, was just something I 
drew one day, I’m really into fantasy and horror so the two 
often merge when I’m drawing things for fun. The rest of 
it is all based on Norse mythology, I’m not as clued up as 
Kaileigh (owner of the back piece) is on it all, but if I’m not 
mistaken, the two ravens are Odin’s ravens, one with his 
eye in its mouth. We’ve got Odin watching over the bat-
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tlefield, the giant tree is Yggdrasil, the world tree, a tree 
that connects the nine worlds. We’ve tattooed the world 
serpent around her waist too, which looks super cool.

When completing a piece like this why is it so important 
to tattoo in separate sessions over time?
I think it’s really important for me and the person I’m tat-
tooing to be as fresh as possible for each session. I tend 
to avoid tattooing for longer than five hours at a time on 
one person. I’d say on an average day I’d tattoo two people 
for about three hours each. I don’t enjoy being tattooed 
myself, and I know how horrible it can be, so I don’t feel 
the need to push people too far when dealing with pain. 
I always take it easy, if they want breaks or want to stop 
that’s fine, everyone has their limits and it’s important to 
recognise that. It’s possible to put people off coming back 
if they don’t have a nice experience, and the pain obvious-
ly plays a big factor in that. On bigger designs like sleeves 

etc, I like to do them in sections rather than lining the 
whole sleeve in one go. That’s because sometimes, once 
we’ve finished one section, we’ll both get a better idea for 
the next part, so the design can change on the fly.

There are also a lot of nods to historic occult imagery 
in your work i.e. tarot cards, dark deities, etc., this type 
of imagery is particularly prevalent in contemporary 
media today. Do you find your creative inspirations 
for this type of work are found from an assortment of 
different sources?
I definitely use a lot of inspiration from films and video 

S K U L L S  A N D  T H O R N S
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games in my work, I’ve always been a huge fan of hor-
ror movies from when I was really young. I’m often sat 
with horror on in the background whilst I draw so it’s 
definitely a prominent factor in my work. I really love 
anything to do with demons, ghosts, or the supernatural. 
I’ve always been really interested in witches and forest 
based horror, so I’m always watching a lot of films like 
The Evil Dead, The Ritual, The Witch, The Blair Witch 
Project, and things like that. I like to have a kind of dark-
nature vibe in my work, so it helps to frequent this kind 
of thing. I listen to a lot of death metal and deathcore too 
so sometimes the lyrics in that give me cool ideas for tat-
toos. I’ve played video games my entire life; I think my 
whole life is just evenly split 50/50 between tattooing 
and gaming. When I’m not at work I’m on my Playstation 
playing mostly RPGs. I love them, they’re usually full of 
amazingly well thought out creatures, locations, charac-

ters, names, weapons etc, and I owe a lot to gaming for my 
inspirations. I just can’t stop playing Dark Souls; I physi-
cally cannot stop. As soon as I complete it I start again 
straight away, I’m obsessed!

Do you think video games can be a valid source of 
inspiration for tattoo artists working today? 
I think as a creative person, you’d be missing out on a 
whole world of opportunity to expand your imagina-
tion if you don’t play video games. Some games are the 
height of creativity and are filled to the brim with cool 
shit. Sometimes there’ll be a really cool place in a game, 
I’ll get to it and think: “Man, what would live here? What 
creature would live in this place?” Then I’ll try drawing 
something and it will end up being a tattoo someone gets. 
With video games it’s all about the atmosphere too, the 
sounds, the vibe; you can draw inspiration from anything. 
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Games are a culmination of different creatives, it’s a col-
laboration between artists, sound designers, musicians, 
voice actors, writers etc, and it usually all comes together 
into some cool place I want to live in and ride dragons or 
punch skeletons. 

What does tattooing mean to you?
Various people have told me throughout my life that I 
couldn’t pursue a career in art; that I wouldn’t get any-
where with it. One teacher in primary school actually said 
to me “You should stop drawing, it’s pointless”. I was only 

about nine but it stuck with me. My dad has always been 
really supportive and I owe him everything for teaching 
me how to draw at an early age and telling me to stick 
with it all the way and keep trying. Everyone else has tried 
to stop and push me into a more ‘academic’ route. So tat-
tooing really is everything to me, it’s the proof that I’ve 
made the right decisions. It’s the proof that I should trust 
my own judgement and listen to what I want to do, and 
it’s the proof that it’s possible to make a good living out of 
being an artist. I’m doing what makes me happy, and I’ll 
do it for as long as I’m able to. •

S K U L L S  A N D  T H O R N S
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Back in June, Josh Peacock did something unthinkable: he was honest on 
social media. Not only that, but he was honest about something that many of 
us around here have struggled to be honest about, that being how the tattoo 
industry we all love so much is actually going through something of a crisis…

For Josh, we’ve lost our way a bit. He himself 
came up the old-school route, working a 
traditional apprenticeship under the shrewd 
guidance of his mentor, PriZeMaN, at Eternal 

Art in Chelmsford. And, in Josh’s view, some of the 
problems we’re seeing today are down to this tradition 
being thrown to the proverbial wolves in favour of a sort 
of factory-farming alternative. “Some studios have two or 
three apprentices and then wonder why they leave mid-
apprenticeship and set up as competition,” he points out. 

But it’s not just that. There are other factors, too. 
‘Tattoo TV’ - for want of a better phrase - pulled back 
the curtain on our little corner of the underworld and 

suddenly there were e-bay kits and YouTube videos and 
everyone and their dog wanted to become a tattooist. “It 
changed the dynamics and perceptions of tattooing,” 
Josh says. “It went from something clandestine and a 
decision to be a part of counter culture, to school job 
advisors suggesting tattooing as a viable career path. Cue 
an influx of prospective apprentices with no portfolio 
claiming it’s their ‘lifelong dream’.”

It should have been obvious to us how all of this would 
affect the industry. Sure, with the new wave of tattoo 
reality shows, the demand for ink has remained high and 
we’ve all reaped the rewards. But one day, we’re going 
to reach a point when there are more inkers out there 
than there are people to be inked. And Josh fears that 
point may be closer than ever. “Basically, our industry is 
oversaturated. Customers aren’t dwindling, but they’re 
spread between more and more studios. The draw of 
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IT WENT FROM SOMETHING 
CLANDESTINE AND A DECISION TO BE 
A PART OF COUNTER CULTURE, TO 
SCHOOL JOB ADVISORS SUGGESTING 
TATTOOING AS A VIABLE CAREER PATH
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cash and kudos means that many-a-barber 
now has a backroom tattooist. They’re 
in shopping centres, everywhere. End 
result: artists are making considerably less 
money individually, regardless of notoriety 
or ability. No one dares to say it, or, like 
Voldemort, it will become real, but we could 
be facing real problems very shortly, studio 
closures and part-timing.”

Josh isn’t just lamenting the end of 
the good ol’ days here, far from it. Rather 
refreshingly, especially for social media, 
he – as well as many of the respondents to 
the post – were offering solutions to these 
problems. And good ones, at that. “Firstly, 
the need for a self-governing Tattooists’ 
Guild,” Josh shares. “We’ve been relying 

on overstretched councils to start giving a 
shit, which simply won’t happen. A guild 
could help control standards and integrity, 
including studio licences, apprenticeship 
numbers and discouraging home scratchers. 
It would have to work in liaison with the local 
council: we need their official blessing and 
they need our knowledge and experience. 
Although, artistic ability is subjective and so 
couldn’t be within any jurisdiction.”

Other suggestions included national 
licensing and back history checks. There were 
also calls for tattooing to be acknowledged 
in its own right and removed from the same 
bracket as ‘hair and beauty’ when it came to 
official classifications.

One of those responding to the post was 

Joanna Antahkarana

Joanna Antahkarana
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Joanna Antahkarana. With her husband, 
Phil,  she’s the co-proprietor of The 
Antahkarana, a now mobile studio with its 
roots in Cork, and, again alongside Phil, one 
of the faces behind the Traditional Tattoo 
and World Culture Festival. Joanna worked 
a traditional apprenticeship, under Phil, in 
2011 and she’s since apprenticed in Reiki – 
first with another master, Sean Blake, for her 
level 1 attunement and then Phil again for her 
level 2 and 3. It’s a skill that compliments her 
tattoo work more than you might think. “We 
all know that clients tend to offload on us, 
especially during long and painful sessions,” 
she explains. “Reiki helps me shield myself 
from all that heavy energy.”

Joanna sees some similarities between 

the traditional way of teaching tattooing and 
that of Reiki. She talks of the value of her 
own apprenticeship, the many benefits that 
Youtube or reality TV could never touch. 
“For a start, YouTube doesn’t teach you 
discipline and humility, but a good master 
will. Learning your weaknesses as an artist 
and having a master guide you is invaluable. 
Without it, the risk of artistic stagnation and 
ego-inflation over poor quality work is very 
high.” It’s all about the lineage, the passing 
down from one master to another – for 
Joanna, this is essential in order to preserve 
tattooing as a traditional artform. “Myself 
personally, having done my apprenticeship 
with Phil, have been handed down over a 
century’s worth of knowledge and history 
regarding tattoos and even more now if you 
count the festivals. Phil’s lineage goes back 
to Johnny ‘Manik’ Lawless and from him to 
Steve ‘Fish Bloke’ Herring (I Hate Tattoos, 

ONE DAY, WE’RE GOING TO REACH A POINT WHEN 
THERE ARE MORE INKERS OUT THERE THAN THERE 
ARE PEOPLE TO BE INKED

Joanna Antahkarana

Joanna Antahkarana

Joanna Antahkarana
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formerly of IN2U). Steve Herring can trace 
his history back to probably the first ten 
tattoo artists in Britain.”

So for Joanna, mainstreaming this artform 
– this culture, this heritage – would be a 
mistake and, indeed, kill the very magic we 
all believe to be embedded within tattooing. 
She’s wary, therefore, of further legislation. 
“From a hygiene and medical safety 
perspective, yes, government regulation 
is good and necessary. But no more than 
that,” she insists. “I don’t personally feel 
that involving the Government in any other 
regulatory level would be helpful in any 
way.” She did proffer the Tattooists’ Guild 
idea and agrees that having it backed up 
by the council is going to be important. “If 
it was possible to create a Guild of Master 
Craftsmen that is supported and recognised 
by the government but is chaired by some 
of the more senior members of the tattoo 

community, then yes.” Even better, she’s 
got some solid ideas for who would fit these 
roles. “Lal Hardy or Alex Binnie, for example. 
Basically, have the most respected masters of 
the craft in each style responsible for vetting 
possible applicants, like Curly for blackwork, 
Xed LeHead for dotwork, Steve Herring for 
tribal. You would charge an upfront fee to be 
part of the guild, with an annual subscription 
thereafter, and applicants must have their 
work vetted before being accepted. Artists 
would benefit from being part of an officially 
recognised guild and can advertise this. Then 
it is up to the public to decide whether they 
want the best work and service guaranteed 
or to chance a scratcher or substandard artist 
doing their tattoo.”

Joanna also sees the guild’s role as offering 
something of a security blanket for working 
artists, a bit like that offered by a trade union 
within other professions. “The accumulating 
funds would not only go to pay a working 
wage to active administrators, but also create 
a security fund for artists if they hit hard 
times. People like Xed Le Head and Ferank 
Manseed have both been left crippled and 
with no income, but the world of tattooing is 

YOUTUBE DOESN’T TEACH YOU DISCIPLINE AND 
HUMILITY, BUT A GOOD MASTER WILL

Josh Peacock

Josh Peacock

Josh Peacock
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riding on their shoulders and no one thanks 
them for it in any way beyond thieving their 
ideas. Members of the guild could benefit 
from an insurance type payout if they were 
to fall ill. And if that doesn’t happen, don’t go 
bothering the Government, they can’t do a 
proper job of what they’re doing already. Just 
work as hard as you can and keep your own 
bedside manner impeccable.”

The stakes are high. The future of the 
industry is at serious risk and, as both Josh 
and Joanna point out, it isn’t always the 
strongest who will survive – lesser artists 
may be more savvy with social media, more 
able to get their mediocre ink to a wider 
audience than the tattoo master around the 
corner. “The end result,” Josh points out, 
“will be that some of the quality artists and 
studios will struggle. Worst of all, the craft 
itself and the community could suffer.”

But it’s not too late. We can turn this thing 
around if we want to, it just takes a little 
courage and innovation like that shown by 
Josh and Joanna and all the other artists 
weighing in on this debate. We all need to 
stop whispering behind closed doors, front 
up and offer real and workable solutions. 

Putting a guild together won’t be easy. It will 
take time and effort and strong leadership. 
But as Josh points out, the tattooing 
community is one that is tightknit, so it’s just 
a matter of getting the right people talking 
with each other. 

“This might be a new grassroots problem,” 
he adds, “but it’s one which needs old school 
remedies to fix. Only then can we provide a 
better deal for artists and clients alike.” •

These are the views of working tattooers out 
in the world and not necessarily those of the 
magazine or editorial team though, they may 
be… that’s beside the point. What’s important 
here is giving a voice to an issue tattooers feel 
strongly about and giving it an authentic place 
to exist rather than being thrown into the arena 
of social media for anybody and/or their dog to 
comment on without considerable thought. 

C o m m e n t s ,  t h o u g h t s  a n d  f u r t h e r 
speculation - from either side of the fence - are 
more than welcome. You know where we are…

THIS MIGHT BE A NEW GRASSROOTS PROBLEM, BUT 
IT’S ONE WHICH NEEDS OLD SCHOOL REMEDIES TO FIX

Josh Peacock Josh Peacock

Josh Peacock

Josh Peacock
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As of 2018, the total worldwide population is 7.6 billion people, 
with 3.1 billion people—roughly one-third of the global population—

using social media. There is a new social media user every 15 seconds. 
On Instagram, over 95 million photos are uploaded every day, 

receiving 4.2 billion Likes per pay…

More than 40 billion photos 
have been shared on 
instagram so far. Facebook 
has 6 new profiles created 

every second, and  60 million active 
business pages. Facebook now sees 8 
billion average daily video views from 
500 million users. If compared to the 
size of a country, Twitter would be the 
12th largest in the world. LinkedIn 
signs 2 new members up every second. 
The average visitor spends 15 minutes 
a day on YouTube. Three hours a day on 
average are spent on social media for users age 15-19. Two 
full hours are spent interacting daily for users age 20-29. 
The most popular place that users check their feeds are 
in bed with 66% of users doing so while under the covers. 
This same social media is largely responsible for my tattoo 
career, but could it also be creating an addiction that is 
dangerously close to poisoning our beautiful subculture?

I started tattooing over 15 years ago, in tattoo years, that’s 
three generations ago. I apply punk rock generational time 

frames to tattooing, with 5 years being the 
turn around for the next “up and comer.” 
As Jonathan Shaw said, “Tattooing has 
the memory of a goldfish.” At that time 
social media was in its infancy, Myspace 
was the vehicle of choice. Myspace is the 
reason that my career took off the way it 
did; it was the catalyst for the unstable 
rocket that was to come. 

For those of you who don’t know, or 
don’t remember what myspace.com is/
was, let me give you a quick rundown. 
myspace.com  was first launched in 

August of 2003 and was one of the first of a long line of 
social media websites, something that before this time 
the world never knew it needed. By 2005, when it was sold 
for $580 million to News Corporation it was the largest 
social networking site in the world. Myspace’s reign came 
to an end and the site began to lose steam by 2009.

When I started a myspace account in early 2004, a few 
months into the life of the site, it was for a band I was in, 
but I was quickly inspired to do the same for my tattooing 



portfolio. I thought that it was a new way to get my tattoo 
portfolio seen, one that I had seen being used at the 
time. When I started that account you could only have a 
few “profile” pictures, so I began to regularly rotate out 
new tattoos I was working on at the time. At this point I 
had been tattooing for a year roughly, and I was hungry. 
I was misguided, but hungry, which can unfortunately 
lead to bad situations. I searched for 
all the tattooers I could find, which at 
that point was something you could 
actually do. I was traveling, going 
to other tattoo shops, and making 
connections through this new web 
presence. It was like nothing I had 
ever experienced, seeing “likes” on my 
work, and it felt good. With the more 
connections made I felt better, I felt 
value, I felt dopamine.

Dopamine, discovered in 1957, is one 
of 20 or so major neurotransmitters 
that carry urgent messages between 
neurons, nerves and other cells in the 
body. These neurotransmitters ensure 
our hearts keep beating, our lungs 
keep breathing and, in dopamine’s 
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case, that we know to get a glass of water when we feel 
thirsty, or attempt to procreate so that our genes may 
survive our death. Dopamine is largely responsible for our 
drive to survive, but dopamine inspires us to take actions 
to meet our needs and also our desires: anything from 
turning up the heating for comfort to taking a gamble 
in a casino, by anticipating how we will feel after they’re 

met. Dopamine is one of the major 
neurotransmitters that carries many 
different kinds of messages, only some 
of which are known and understood.

Not only does dopamine serve it’s 
core function in learning, through 
identifying the extent to which a reward 
differs from expectations, dopamine 
is also vital for movement control, 
and plays a role in memory, attention, 
mood, cognition and sleep. How does 
dopamine tie in with social media, you 
may ask? Well, let’s look closer.

In a 2017 article titled “How evil is 
tech?”, the New York Times columnist 
David Brooks wrote: “Tech companies 
understand what causes dopamine 
surges in the brain and they lace their 

AS JONATHAN SHAW SAID: “TATTOOING HAS THE MEMORY OF A GOLDFISH”
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products with ‘hijacking techniques’ that lure us in and 
create ‘compulsion loops’.” Most social media sites create 
irregularly timed rewards, Brooks wrote, a technique 
long employed by the makers of slot machines, based 
on the work of the American psychologist BF Skinner, 
who found that the strongest way to reinforce a learned 
behaviour in rats is to reward it on a random schedule. 
“When a gambler feels favoured by luck, dopamine is 
released,” says Natasha Schüll, a professor at New York 
University and author of Addiction By Design: Machine 
Gambling in Las Vegas. Soon we are acting like Pavlolian 
cued animals. The dopamine system is especially 
sensitive to “cues” that a reward is coming. If there is a 
small, specific cue that signifies that something is going to 
happen, that sets off our dopamine system. So when our 
phone dings with that familiar sound, that enhances the 
addictive effect. Not only are we finding worth in the eyes 
of others, our brain is forming a dependency for it on a 
chemical level.

Dopamine is one factor in a dangerous equation that 

began to unfold before me. Just as my social media 
presence was beginning to blossom, I was approached 
by a tattoo magazine that wanted to write an article 
about myself and my work. This was the point that my 
career went in a direction that I am grateful for, but 
a direction that is potentially dangerous. The idea of 
recognition became important, especially as I moved 
and started working in a shop that was known for their 
media presence. My social media numbers starting going 
up, and so did those in my immediate social circles in 
tattooing. Suddenly those number’s became far more 
important than we would have liked to admit. I was in a 
group of budding tattooers who were experiencing the 
new highs of media recognition, from magazines and 
social media. Our worth became equated with these, no 
matter how much we wouldn’t want to admit it. As silly 
as it sounds, it became an addiction.

We are just now starting to understand what these 
new technologies truly have the ability to do, and how 
they can influence our behaviour in ways much more 

THE IDEA OF RECOGNITION BECAME IMPORTANT, ESPECIALLY AS I MOVED AND STARTED 
WORKING IN A SHOP THAT WAS KNOWN FOR THEIR MEDIA PRESENCE
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complex than first thought. Studies are now correlating 
social media cues directly to dopamine and addiction, but 
dopamine’s power has already been proven to alter the 
habits of drug addicts and smokers. Every habit-forming 
drug, form amphetamines to cocaine, from nicotine to 
alcohol, affects the dopamine system by dispersing many 
times more dopamine than our body is used to receiving. 
The use of these drugs overruns the neural pathways 
connecting the reward circuit to the prefrontal cortex, 
which helps people to keep impulses under control. The 
more an addict uses a drug, the harder it becomes to stop. 
The same fact is also tied to social media.

Wolfram Schultz, a Professor of Neuroscience at 
Cambridge University, did a series of experiments on 
rats in the 1980’s, attempting to understand dopamine’s 
power over our brain’s decision making processes. 
Schultz said,

“These unnaturally large rewards are not filtered in the 
brain—they go directly into the brain and overstimulate, 
which can generate addiction…When that happens, we 
lose our willpower. Evolution has not prepared our brains 
for these drugs, so they become overwhelmed and screwed 
up. We are abusing a useful and necessary system.”

Unfortunately my identity, along with those around 
me, was starting to be found in the numbers that were 
unfolding before me. Social media interactions grew from 
a dozen or so, to hundreds, and eventually thousands 
of “friends” on social media sites. Any change in those 
numbers caused my brain to devalue my self worth. “This 
photo of a tattoo I did received 2000 likes, but this one 

only received 500, what did I do wrong?” Any change or 
fluctuation in followers created the same response. “How 
did I lose 20 followers today, did I do something wrong?” 
One tattooer explained his feelings on social media to me 
in this way, he said, “I have 1800 followers. When I post a 
tattoo and only receive 100 likes, that’s 1700 people telling 
me that they hated that tattoo.” This is obviously not true, 
but after riding high on dopamine, it’s hard to understand 
that. This devaluing of self worth has become a serious 
epidemic, creating a real need of exploration into our 
own mental health. I have been guilty of feeling the same 
way about numbers that I have no way of understanding, 
especially after reading the theory of Dunbar’s number.

In 1990, British anthropologist Robin Dunbar proposed 
a suggested cognitive limit to the number of people with 
whom one can keep stable social relationships; these 
are relationships in which an individual knows who 
each person is and how each person relates to every 
other person in their circle. Dunbar’s study used the 
average human brain size and extrapolating from the 
results of primates, Dunbar proposed that humans can 
comfortably maintain only 150 stable relationships. This 
number has been studied and challenged over the years, 
especially with the introduction of social media to our 
modern world. Still, with different studies being created, 
Dunbar’s number doesn’t change that significantly. This 
makes one begin to question the larger sight of social 
media, wondering if it’s something that we can even 
comprehend or use in any light.

Chamath Palihapitiya, who joined Facebook in 2007 

UNFORTUNATELY MY IDENTITY, ALONG WITH THOSE AROUND ME, WAS STARTING TO BE 
FOUND IN THE NUMBERS THAT WERE UNFOLDING BEFORE ME
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We will also explore social media within mental health, 
and the need for an understanding of how serious it is. In 
our ever connected society I think there is hope, not only to 
overcome this dopamine loop, but to actually use it to help 
change the world, one tattooer at a time. Could the answer 
be sitting across from us in the tattoo chair all along?

Stay tuned. •

T H E  S E R P E N T S  O F  B I E N V I L L E

and later became its vice president for user growth, said 
he felt “tremendous guilt” about the company he helped 
produce. “I think we have created tools that are ripping 
apart the social fabric of how society works,” he told an 
audience at Stanford Graduate School of Business, before 
recommending people take a “hard break” from social 
media. Palihapitiya’s criticisms were aimed not only at 
Facebook, but the wider online ecosystem. “The short-
term, dopamine-driven feedback loops  we’ve created 
are destroying how society works,” he said, referring to 
online interactions driven by “hearts, likes, thumbs-up.” 
“No civil discourse, no cooperation; misinformation, 
mistruth. And it’s not an American problem — this is not 
about Russians ads. This is a global problem.”

As we grapple with what our creation of social media 
has done to our popular culture, one has to ask, is it this 
black and white? Going back to my career, I have to admit 
that without social media, I wouldn’t be able to do what I 
love today. Most likely, you wouldn’t even being reading 
my article. I was in the right place at the right time, and 
used social media in a new exciting way. I was able to 
share my tattoos that I was creating with the world, and 
experience so much interaction, seeing and being inspired 
by tattooers worldwide. So where do we go from here?

Next month I will conclude this discussion, posing an 
idea of reform and possibly using the ideas of Dunbar’s 
number in our social media experience and interaction. 

THIS PHOTO OF A TATTOO I DID RECEIVED 
2000 LIKES, BUT THIS ONE ONLY RECEIVED 500, 
WHAT DID I DO WRONG?
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Rebecca Rimmer sits down with Canada-based tattooist 
Sarb and finds a genuine a black-work enthusiast’s dream

BLACK
OUT sarbtattoo
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I regularly fantasise about completely blacking-out 
my right arm. This isn’t particularly because I desire 
to cover over what is there, no. My daydreams come 
as a result of admiring the work of artists like Sarb, 

whose jet-black tattoos are flawless, envy-inducing works 
of art that any canvas would be lucky to wear.

Black-out tattoos can divide opinion and are often 
labelled “extreme”. “People love or hate them,” he agrees, 
“because they look very strong on the body.” Many might 
say that the lack of colour and definite imagery deems 
them not ‘artistic’. Many embrace solid black-work 
and find beauty in its simplicity. And many dedicate 
themselves entirely to covering their bodies with black, 
finding significance in the ritual, and joy in the claimed 
ownership over their own bodies—a statement made 

in opposition to what tattooing in the 21st century has 
become (it scares off the copy-cats and Pinterest board 
collectors that’s for sure).

I’ve always been someone who drools over this type of 
work. Upon closer inspection, there is much more going on 
than just a single black limb. That’s why I’ve been staring 
endlessly at Sarb’s work for some time now and I rejoice 
in this opportunity to speak to the artist himself. Despite 
the occasional coloured flower, his recent portfolio is 
almost entirely comprised of large-scale black-out work. 
I was keen to find out if his focus had always leant way and 
how he reflected on the process of creating these unique 
commitments made by his brave clients.

Sarb was first drawn to ‘the dark side’ during his 
apprenticeship and his first encounter with a great role 

Like most apprentices I was tattooing 
anything I could get and I wasn’t too sure 
what style to specialise in

B L A C K O U T
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model. “Like most apprentices I was tattooing anything I 
could get,” he recalls, “and I wasn’t too sure what style to 
specialise in. Then I met Nissaco (Instagram @Nissaco) 
during one of his guest spots.” Having never seen work 
like his before, it inspired Sarb to focus on large black 
pieces. He’s also been getting adorned himself by the 
also world-renowned Gakkin (@Gakkin) and lists him as 
another one of his major influences, as well as the artist 
under which he completed his apprenticeship, Tristen 
Zhang (@Tristen_ChronicInk).

Having written about black-out tattoos a few times 
in the last few years, and observed their progression 
through the industry, it has been interesting to watch 
the motivations of the customer change. I ask Sarb if 
he agrees that more and more people are embracing 

black-out work, not just as a form of cover-up, but as a 
commitment to the style in its entirety. “Yes, people get 
them even when there isn’t anything to cover. I think the 
aesthetic of heavy black is starting to get more popular 
when people see that there are artists specialising in this 
specific style.” He also finds that social media has been 
a positive tool in opening up tattoo lovers’ minds when 
it comes to work of this kind, saying that customers are 
able to see “the different ways in which an artist can apply 
black-out designs to the body”.

What sets Sarb’s portfolio apart from many others’ that 
I also frequently drool over, is his dedication to publicly 
sharing healed photos, something that I believe is so vitally 
important with this genre of artwork, and he concurs: “it is 
everything that matters in tattooing because it shows how 

I think the aesthetic of heavy black is 
starting to get more popular when people 

see that there are artists specialising in 
this specific style
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the tattoo will look for the rest of your life—sharing healed 
work builds trust and makes the client know that the 
artist can do the job well.” When I tell him that his healed 
black-out close-ups are some of the best I’ve ever seen, 
he replies: “I wouldn’t consider myself a master. I am in a 
constant state of learning and development and am trying 
to get better everyday.” He agrees that accomplishing 
perfectly-healed black across a vast area of the body can 
be challenging task and is definitely a speciality: “it is 
very easy to damage the skin. Many clients come to me 
to clean up their black-outs by others, because they’ve 
asked an artist originally who doesn’t specialise in that 
style.” There is often a misconception that “just because 
it’s black, there is no design involved, but all tattoo artists 
will understand that it’s difficult to pack solid colours into 
the skin and ensure it heals clean.”

One of Sarb’s recent pieces experimented with the 
concept of white over black, something that isn’t seen 
too often but when executed and healed well, looks 
incredible, although he admits that testing these kind of 
waters often requires an understanding canvas and an 
open mind: “she was just looking to black her old tattoos, 
but I brought up the idea of trying white over the healed 
black—these tattoos are often difficult to heal well, so I 
am going over the white in two sessions to help keep it 
in. It’s also difficult to see the stencil over a black tattoo!”

When I ask him what his most memorable tattoos to 
create are, he claims to find joy in artistic meetings led by 
pure trust. No matter the design, finding a customer who is 
“open and trusting” to ideas, regardless of placement, colour 
or style, whether it’s a cover-up or not, that’s when (for both 
parties) these experiences become truly worthwhile. •

Sharing healed work builds trust and makes the 
client know that the artist can do the job well

B L A C K O U T
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Giffard’s “Spirit of Art” project began three years ago with a coffee table 
book that delved into the links between booze and tattoos in London’s 
drinking scene. This year, Giffard’s have the bartenders and baristas of 

Asia’s clubs and cafes firmly in their sights. Do we need an excuse to 
publish some great shots of tattooed people out in the world? Nope.

“I was born with Sheuremans disease,” he tells 
me. “It’s a spine issue that gets progressively 
worse as you get older. For me it first hit when 
I was seventeen and a random sneeze put me 

in bed for weeks. This continued to haunt my life and 
about twelve years ago, the pain became chronic…” 

Now ask any tattoo artist what this business does to 
them physically and you’ll be met with something of a gri-
mace. It’s difficult to maintain anything like good posture 
when you’re bent over a machine all day. Some tattooists 
visit chiropractors, others take up yoga or pilates. Need-

less to say, this job does not go easy on the spine, so for 
Kirk, it was always going to be an uphill struggle to say the 
least. “It’s a curse having the thing you love cause you so 
much agony. I call it the golden handcuffs. The world sees 
you succeeding but your loved ones see the truth when 
you get home from work and head straight to bed.”

At the start of 2017, things reached melting point. Kirk 
knew if he didn’t do something, he could end up perma-
nently disabled. So the doctors went to work on him, in-
stalling two corrective rods in his back supported by no 
less than twenty six screws. Of course, over there, health W
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A  C R E A T I V E  C O C K T A I L

care doesn’t come free like it does over 
here. “I had to sell my hilltop Victorian 
in Echo Park to finance the hospital 
bills and all the recovery time. I consid-
ered reaching out to the tattoo commu-
nity for help but decided that I’d rather 
do it myself. I didn’t want charity to 
get back on my feet. I still have a long 
road ahead and pain will continue to 
be a part of my life but it’s getting bet-
ter month to month.” A lot of that is 
down to his clients, patiently waiting 
for his return and willing to drive out 
to his studio for very short sessions as 
Kirk slowly got back into the groove. “I 
couldn’t even guarantee an hour’s tat-
tooing when I first tried working after 
five months recovery but they still came 
out to support me.  I’ve beaten the odds 
on major surgery and now I’m back do-
ing what I love.”

It may be the most devastating, but 

it’s certainly not the only curveball 
Kirk’s been served during his life. Once 
upon a time, he was living another 
dream, touring the world and playing 
with the likes of Jerry Cantrell, Earl 
Slick, Steve Howe and Mick Fleet-
wood. At one stage, he was in his own 
band, hard rock outfit Dirty White Boy 
(#IWasThere. Ed.) and signed to a ma-
jor label.  But things changed when a 
certain Mr Cobain came along, throw-
ing a handful of dirt into the cogs of the 
music industry. As the 80s became the 
90s and ‘hair metal’ gave way to grunge, 
Kirk knew the game was up, but he sure 
as hell wasn’t for getting a regular job. 
So he turned to another passion. 

“I had started drawing tattoo designs 
for all my music buds and then got my 
start in tattooing not long after I left the 
music biz. I guess I didn’t want to chase 
the music dream into old age,” he laughs. 

THE SPIRIT OF ART
Giffard’s liqueurs and syrup act as the 

binding ingredient between concoctions 
in the glass and connections across the 

bar. “Spirit of Art” celebrates that link 
and “the men and women who tell stories 

and share emotions via their tattoos”.
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Tattoos were just starting to hit when Kirk was start-
ing out in music. “At the time, I was going down to Sun-
set Strip Tattoo, the legendary shop in West Hollywood, 
and getting tattooed by the amazing and still going Greg 
James,” he recalls. “Greg was tattooing all the big rock 
stars regularly but most of us local Sunset Strip bands 
hadn’t gotten into it yet. I got my first tattoo at twenty 
three and the second a week later. I was hooked.” This 
was around the time that Guns N’ Roses broke the main-
stream and MTV was still playing music. Weird as it 
might sound in today’s world where every hipster has a 
throat tattoo, Axl Rose was the most heavily tattooed guy 
on TV, but he sure as hell wasn’t the first. “There were 
others doing it way before him,” Kirk points out. “Like 
Brian Setzer. Brian was the guy that first made me want 
to have ink. He was too cool.”

So there he was, getting into his groove with tattooing, 
when along came another curveball—reality TV. All of a 
sudden, every kid with an art degree was watching tattoo 
shows on TV and seeing how you could make a good liv-
ing from working on skin.  “This was a well hidden and 
protected secret for decades,” Kirk tells me. “But now that 

the Von D cat was out of the bag, well, we just had to adapt. 
Especially here in Los Angeles where, when I started back 
in 1992, there were only a handful of shops in the area. 
Now they’re as common as nail salons.” Kirk isn’t bitter, 
though. “Elvis hated the Beatles when they came, Bon 
Jovi was pummelled by Nirvana when grunge killed the 
hair bands of the 80s. It’s just how life goes.” He’s heard 
some artists say that the reality shows ruined tattoo-
ing and others and say they improved it. “For me, it just 
made me want to work harder to become a better artist.”

For Kirk, the trick is diversity. While just about every 
other artist you’ll meet out there is in a rush to specialise, 
he takes a different approach. “What I got out of all this 
personally, was inspiration. You had a huge amount of 
new styles and techniques flooding the social media web 
waves. It opened me up to so many amazing new artists, 
I couldn’t help but try new approaches. I don’t turn away 
work and ideas that are new to me. I give it my best shot 
and take on the challenge. Tattooing is a commercial art 
and I think it’s my job to try and make everyone happy. 
Keyword: ‘try’. So, yeah, I don’t have a specialty or pref-
erence and maybe this hinders me in the sense that I’m 
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not the ‘expert’ in any one particular style. But I really 
couldn’t imagine doing the same thing or style over and 
over again, that would be too constricting for me.”

Which is maybe why Kirk has moved into fine art, too—
it’s just as natural a progression for him as moving from 
‘tattooed rocker’ to ‘tattooing rocker’. “Yeah, I love char-
coal!” he beams. “It’s my favourite medium. I like it dirty, 
I wear old, ugly, cargo pants and no gloves when I draw 
and I get black! I think it’s an inner child thing taking me 
back to finger painting or kicking cans in the dirt.”

In fact, his fine art has become as important to him, 
in terms of the commercial side of things, as his tat-
too work is. “I’m tattooing and doing quite a bit of fine 
art that is available on my new big cartel page: original 
works and limited edition prints of my artwork. I’m re-
ally into humans as a subject when I do fine art—it fits 
in with the story I’m trying to tell. In tattooing, portraits 

A  C R E A T I V E  C O C K T A I L



have become such a huge trend that 
I choose wisely what I take on. Not 
that I’d turn them all down but it 
would have to be something that 
works for me artistically. As much 
as I can appreciate a killer Tupac or 
Batman tattoo, I have little desire to 
tattoo those subjects myself. I really 
enjoy mixing in more dreamlike, 
original and personal themes and I 
think that people tend to come to me 
for that kind of thinking.”

That said, old habits never die. 
“Recently, I was asked to do a por-

trait tattoo. Full back piece of my cli-
ent’s favourite rock guitar gods,” he 
says with a smile. “I couldn’t resist.” •
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GDAŃSK 
TATTOO 

KONWENT 
2018

We love Poland when it comes to tattoo shows. They’ve 
really found their feet over there and when the ever 
present Kamila Burzymowska mails in her shots, 
there’s always some great work to be seen. 

As a tattooing country, Poland has come a long, long way in the last 
few years. Every year brings more and more diversity to the table and 
it’s a pleasure to be able to show what’s going on out there. Truth be 
told, that whole block of eastern Europe has a lot to offer the world of 
tattooing right now as its client base gets ever more adventurous with 
their choices and demands.

So feast your eyes on this Gdańsk show and marvel at how people a 
thousand miles (or so) away from where you live are exactly the same 
as you and I. Tattoo fans are the same all over the world. 

Wonderful.
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G D A Ń S K  T A T T O O  K O N W E N T  2 0 1 8
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CHOOSE YOUR WEAPON

The UK’s favourite tattoo magazine is
available on iPad, iPhone and 

Android devices

www.skindeep.co.uk

Skin Deep is available on iPad, iPhone, 
Kindle Fire and a mix of other Android devices.*

* To see if your Android device is compatible with the app, download the free issue.
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Alice Carrier
Amie Leonhardt

Alex Hennerley

Adam Osborn



Ben Kaye

Arienette Ashman

Ben Lopez

April Gibson
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Chris Dreadfullrat

Charlotte Timmons

Dale McGovern

Bex Priest



Evaldas Gulbinas

Jamie Christ
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Joe Ankave

Evaldas Gulbinas
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Maya Dark

Joe Ankave

Joe Ankave

Maya Dark
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Jamie Donnelly
Rob Danson

Rebekka Rekkless

Rob Danson



Trawa Tattoo

Stephen Airey

Robert Sedgebeer
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Yanev Goren



Mumia
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studio listings

If you would like to be listed in the Skin Shots directory, contact 
Sarah on 01244 886029 or email  sarah@skindeep.co.uk 

Full  details available on www.skinshots.co.uk/advertising

S C O T L A N D

Blue Box - Dunfermline
Tel: 01383736829 | 07837 902352

bushman Ink - Whitburn
Tel: 01501 228086    I Bushman Ink 

Tattoo &  Piercing Studio

Creation Tattoo - Dunfermline
Tel: 01383 622912

www.creationtattoo.co.uk   IL

Elgin High Street Tattoos - Elgin
Tel: 01343 544919

I ELGIN HIGH STREET TATTOO SHOP.

Inverness Tattoo Centre - Inverness
Tel: 01463 711149

I INVERNESS TATTOO CENTRE

Plus 48 Tattoo - edinburgh
Tel: 0131 553 1116    L

I dominikaszymczyktatto

The Ink Minx - Montrose
Tel: 01674 678989

I Ink Minx Tattoos    

TJ's Tattoo Studio - Kilmarnock
Tel: 01563 551599    I
www.tjs-studio.co.uk

Top Mark Tattoo - Stirling
Tel: 01786 358185

I Top Mark Tattoo

N O R T H E R N  I R E L A N D

Artistic Tattoo - Belfast
Tel: 0289 045 9575

I Artistic Tattoo Belfast

Dark Angel Tattoo Studio - Belfast
Tel: 0289 022 0750   I

www.darkangeltattoos.com

Jack's Tattoos - Portadown
Tel: 0283 839 8790

I Jackstattoos Portadown

ADDICTION TATTOO AND PIERCING – BANGOR

Tattoos by Rebekah & Kat Kirk Piercings by: Greg
10a Quay Street, Bangor, County Down, BT20 5ED

Tel: 07769 532 606 
Email:  addictiontattooBANGOR@GMAIL.COM

I addictiontattoobangor

ELECTRIC ARTZ TATTOOS—GLASGOW

Tattoos by Delboi, Chris Dreadfullrat, Paul Rogers & Laura LuvTea
504 Duke Street, Glasgow, G31 1QG

Tel: 0141 556 4455
Email:  electricartz@live.co.uk

I @electricartz L @electricartztattoos

www.electricartz.co.uk
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Joker Tattoo Studio - Belfast
Tel: 02890 314 280  &  07803 628967     

www.jokertattoo.co.uk   ILJ

State Of The Arts Tattoos- Dungannon
Tel: 02887 238232  &  07864256026 IJ

www.stateoftheartstattoo.com

E I R E

 

Nine Lives - Bray
Tel: 00353 1276 1592 I NINELivesTattoo 

N O R T H  W E S T

 

Electric Kicks - Pontefract
Tel: 07725 029567   ILwww.

electrickickstattoostudio.co.uk

Evolve Tattoos - Lancaster
Tel: 01524 66437   

 I Evolve Tattoo Studio

Evolved Tattoo 
bowness-on-windermere

Tel: 01539 447714

Hello Sailor - Blackpool
Tel: 01253 752032

I Hello Sailor tattoo Studio

INKDEN TATTOO STUDIO—BLACKPOOL
Tel: 07851366835 IL

Kellys Tattoos - Chester
Tel: 01244 376800   IL

Mad Tatter Designs - Manchester
Tel: 07803 525321    L
I Mad Tatter Designs

Naughty Needles - Bolton
Tel: 01204 493529   I

www.naughtyneedles.co.uk

Obsidian - Wallasey-Merseyside
Tel: 0151 630 5613  IL
www.obsidiantattoo.uk

Resident Needle Tattoo Studio - Stockport
Tel: 0161 406 0576   ILJ
www.residentneedle.co.uk

Skin Fantasy - Burnley
Tel: 01282 424566   I

www.skinfantasyburnley.co.uk

Steel Rain Tattoo Studio - Brighouse
Tel: 01484 401 350   IL

www.steelraintattoos.co.uk

Tattoo-Zone for Steve Tat 2 Ltd - Preston
Tel: 01772 556785

www.stevetat2ltd.co.uk

Wild Rose Tattoos - Manchester
Tel:  07706 593081  I

www.wildrosetattoos.com

N O R T H  E A S T

2001 AD Tattoo Studio - Leeds
Tel: 0113 240 3412  IL

www.2001adtattoodesign.com

ABH Tattooing - Scunthorpe
Tel: 01724 856689

I Abh Tattooing Scunny

B# Tattoos - Leeds
Tel: 0113 287 2526   I

www.b-sharp-tattoos.co.uk

Garghoyle Tattoos - Elland
Tel : 01422 373 666

I GarghoyleTattooStudio

Gothika Tattoos - Redcar
Tel: 01642498572   L

I Gothika TattooRedcar

Ian Petrie Tattoo Artist  
Tel: 01652 651700

www.tattooartistsscunthorpe.co.uk

Made from Beyond Tattoo - Hartlepool
Tel: 07553 913171   L

I made from beyond tattoo studio

SKINZ TATTOO STUDIO — LEEDS

Tattoos by Mr Lee, Jamie Steward, Von Ryan, Judd, Gemma Taylor
Piercing & Laser Removal by Emma

Station Buildings, 318-322 Stanningley Road, Leeds, LS13 3EG
Tel: 0113 204 7848  info@leedstattoostudio.com

I @SkinzStudio L @skinztattoostudio

www.leedstattoostudio.com
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Paradise Tattoos & Body Art Studio 
Ltd - Halifax    Tel: 01422 300920 

I Paradise 2 Tattoo Studio

Rich Peel @ Scorpio Tattoo Studio 
- Selby   Tel: 01757 705335

IL Rich Peel Tattoo artist

Rumple Ink Skin - Middlesbrough
Tel: 07850 250029   LJ

I Rumpleinkskin Tatts Middlesbrough

Second 2 None - Rotherham 
Tel: 01709 380069  &  07879 268745
I Simon Secondtonone Grayson

Talisman Tattoo Art  Studio - York
Tel: 01904 636462    L

I Talisman Tattoostudio

Tat2 Station - Newcastle-Upon-Tyne
Tel: 0191 232 8491   IL

www.tattoostation.co.uk

Tattoo Junkies - Pontefract 
Tel: 01977 651144   IL

www.tattoojunkies.co.uk

Twisted Arts Studio - Skeeby
Tel: 01748 822100    IL

www.Twisted-Arts-Tattoo.co.uk

Valonia Tattoos - South Shields
Tel: 07794 045917   ILJ
www.valoniatattoos.co.uk

Viking Tattoo Studio - Tyne and Wear 
Tel: 0191 420 1977   IL

www.vikingtattoostudio.co.uk

Wiseguys Ink - Rotherham
Tel: 01709 820192   IL
www.wiseguysink.co.uk

W A L E S

Lasting Impressions Tattoo Studio 
- Pontypool   I

 Tel: 07783 608782  &  01495  751337

Living Colour - Cwmbran
Tel: 01633 867676

IL Living Colour Tattoo

Physical Graffiti - Cardiff
Tel: 0292 048 1428    IL

www.phyicalgraffiti.co.uk

Pleasure or Pain Productions - Aberdare
Tel: 01685 875252   IL

www.pleasureorpainproductions.co.uk

Pretty Hot & Tattoo'd - Bridgend
Tel: 01656 858967   

IL Pretty Hot & Tattoo'd

Purple Pineapple Tattoo - swansea
Tel: 07583 701973
I  PurpleTattoos

The Tattoo Shop - chepstow
Tel: 01291 628620

TWISTED FATE – DONCASTER

Tattoos by Lauris Vinbergs 
81 St Sepulchre Gate , Doncaster, DN1 1RX

tel: 07514481866
twistedfatedoncaster@hotmail.com

I Twistedfate Doncaster I Lauris Vinbergs Tattoo

L Lauris_Vinbergs 

SUNDERLAND BODY ART TATTOO & BODY PIERCING STUDIO

ABIGAIL ROSE, JAKE SIMPSON, GRANT BEAGHAN AND JOHN COLLEDGE
Piercings by Charlie Wilson. Laser Tattoo Removal Available

12 Stockton Terrace, Grangetown, Sunderland, Tyne & Wear, SR2 9RQ
Tel: 0191 565 6595    enquiries@sunderlandbodyart.com 

www.sunderlandbodyart.com

I sunderland body art

PERMANENTLY PERFECT — LEEDS

Tattoo & Piercing 
Tattoos by Jenny - also does 

Cosmetic Tattooing 
piercing by jess

Tel: 07955 804 904
permanentlyperfect 

tattoo@gmail.com

D I R E C T O R Y
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PURPLE MOON TATTOOS — CONNAHS QUAY

Tattoos by Mick & Luke
78 HIGH STREET, CONNAHS QUAY, CH5 4DD

Tel: 07756 808884
purplemoontattoos@outlook.com

I purplemoontattooshotton

www.purplemoontattoos.co.uk

SOTA CUSTOM TATTOO — LLANTWIT MAJOR

Tattoos by Matt Faulkner
1A Barons Close House, East Street, Llantwit Major,

Vale of Glamorgan, CF61 1XY
Tel: 01446 795785   sotatattoo@yahoo.co.uk  IL SOTA Tattoo Co.

www.sota-ink.co.uk

Tribal Dragon Tattoo Studio - 
aberaeron   Tel: 01545 571140

I Tribal Dragon tattoo studio

Wrexham Ink - Wrexham
Tel: 01978 290876   IL
www.wrexhamink.com

W E S T M I D L A N D S

Bespoke Ink - Birmingham
Tel: 0121 474 3711 
I bespoke ink

Lucky 7s - Droitwich
Tel: 01905 774740   IL

www.lucky7stattoo.co.uk

Mwilx Tattoos - Telford
tel: 01952 587841 IL

www.bossink.co.uk

Native Elements Art & Tattoo Studio
Coventry

Tel: 0771 256 5729  IL

Nevermore Tattoo Parlour - Daventry
Tel: 01327 876350   L
I Nevermore Tattoo

Opulent Ink - Wolverhampton
Tel: 01902 424834

www.opulentink.com

Rendition - Nuneaton
Tel: 02476 325656

I Point Made Tattoo-Studio Nuneaton

Scottatattoo - Worcester
Tel: 01905 748818   I

www.scottatattoo.com

Sweet Tattoos - Nuneaton
Tel: 024 7639 5311   L

I Sweet Tattoos

Tailored Tattoo and Piercing studio 
- Swadlincote    Tel: 07568 347 663
I Tailored Tattoo & Piercing Studio

Tattoos by Tony - Birmingham
Tel: 0121 477 5995   IL

www.tattoosbytony.co.uk

The Faceless Tattoo Company - Erdington
Tel: 0121 537 3151  &  07934273089

ILJ  thefacelesstattoocompany

ELYSIUM TATTOO STUDIO—MANSFIELD

89 Clipstone Road West, 
Forest Town, Mansfield, 

Nottinghamshire, NG19 0BT
Tel: 01623 429 900 

elysiumtattoostudio@gmail.com
IElysiumtattoouk

L  elysium_tattoo-studio

Dermagraffix - Halesowen
Tel: 0121 585 7690  

Fallen From Grace Tattoo - Tamworth 
Tel: 07949 741 684   IL

www.fallenfromgracetattoo.co.uk

Jacks Shack Tattoo Studio Worcester
Tel 01905 29458   IL

www.jacksshackworcester.co.uk
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Tribal Images Tattoo Studios - Hanley 
Tel: 01782 268691   I

www.tribalimages.co.uk

True Love Tattoos - Kidderminster
Tel: 01562 862 222   IL

www.truelovetattoos.co.uk

E A S T  M I D L A N D S

76 Inc - Leicestershire
Tel: 01858 468173   IL

www.76inc.co.uk

Art Biggs Tattoos - Leicester
Tel: 07940 144564
IL art biggs

Dezired Inkz  - Nottingham 
Tel: 01773 711 633 IL
www.deziredinkz.co.uk

Ink Kings Studios home of Kirituhi Tattoo 
ilkeston - Tel: 0115 9324602
IL  www.ink-kings.com

COSMIC MONSTERS INCORPORATED—BROMSGROVE

Tattoos by Ollie Tye 
Miltre House, The Courtyard, 27 the Strand, Broomsgrove, Worcestershire

tel: 07863 135814 
ollietattoo@hotmail.co.uk

I cosmic monsters incorporated 

INK CRAZY TATTOO—SHREWSBURY

Main Artists - Sean Pascoe & Chris | Piercings by Sean & Chris
17, Castle gates, Shrewsbury SY1 2AB

Tel: 01743 367045
I pasctattoo I ink.crazy.tattoo L pasctattoo

Www.inkcrazy.co.uk

NEW INK TATTOO STUDIO    —WOLVERHAMPTON

Aritsts - Craig James, Dan Ball, 
1 Pendeford Avenue, Claregate, Wolverhampton, WV6 9EG

tel: 01902 753613 Email: craig.newink@gmail.com

I   @craigjamestattoos

TEK TATTOO—HINCKLEY

Tel: 01455643425
I Tek Tattoo Hinckley

L tektattoo

BIG WILLS TATTOO STUDIO—LICHFIELD

Big Wills Tattoo Studio, 15 Eastern Avenue 
Trent Valley Shops, Lichfield, WS13 6TE

Tel: 01543 898766
craig@bigwillstattoos.co.uk

I big wills tattoo studio L bigwillstattoos

www.bigwillstattoos.co.uk

ALL 1 TRIBE—LEICESTERSHIRE

All 1 Tribe
6 Adam & Eve Street, Market Harborough LE16 7LT

01858 434241  all1tribetattoos@gmail.com
Tattoos by Leigh. Piercings by Lou

IL All 1 Tribe

www.all1tribe.co.uk

D I R E C T O R Y
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Medusa Tattoo Parlour- 
Nottingham   I

Tel: 01159 272083  07821 706495

The Tattoo Shop - Grantham 
Tel: 01476 978493   I

www.thetattooshopgrantham.co.uk

The Tattooed Arms - Lincoln
Tel: 01522 527812   IL

www.thetattooedarms.com

Exclusive Tattoos - Somerset
Tel: 01458 440301    I

www.ex-tat.co.uk

Punctured Skin - Frome
Tel: 01373 463538   L

Q's Tattoos - STROUD
Tel: 01453 756820

I Qs Tattoos Stroud

Steelhybrid Tattoo Studio - pool
Tel: 07948 562 555   IL

www.steelhybrid.com

Tat-2-U - Bristol
Tel: 01454 320532

www.tat-2-u.co.uk

The Ink Captain's Tattorium - Exeter
Tel:  (01392) 200111   IJ

www.inkcaptain.com

The Tattoo Studio - Bristol
Tel: 0117 907 7407

www.tattoo-bristol.co.uk

Tony Inkflicted Tattoos at Aceshigh
Tel: 01793 854924  &   07564 939465

www.inkflicted.co.uk   IL

S O U T H  E A S T

Andy Barber's New Rose Tattoo Studio 
- New Malden, Surrey   I

www.andybarberstattooandpiercing.co.uk

Avalon Tattoo - Essex
Tel: 01708 716 887   I

www.avalontattoo.co.uk

MAD TATTERS TATTOO & PIERCING

Mad Tatters Tattoo & Piercing Studio
28b Market Street, Wellingborough NN8 1AT

01933 805413  madtatters110@gmail.com
Aritists - Thor, Nat & Leigh-an

 
I Mad Tatters Tattoo and Piercing

MY TRUE COLOUR—DERBY

Tattoos by Karl Ormond,  
Den Tattooist, Heather Griffin

Piercing by Mr. Parris
155 Uttoxeter New Road, Derby, 

DE22 3NP
Tel: 01332 492059

info@mtcstudio.co.uk
IL  mytruecolourtattoostudio

TATTOOS BY TOMO—SMETHWICK

Tattooing & piercing by Tomo, Steve 
& Rob. Laser removal available

107 Three Shires Oak Road, 
Smethwick, West Midlands, B67 5BT

Tel: 0121 429 1566   I
tattoosbytomo@live.co.uk
www.tattoosbytomo.com

S O U T H  W E S T

Dr Feelgood's Tattoo Studio - Poole
Tel: 01202 674838   IL
www.drfeelgoods.co.uk

Apocalyptic Tattoo Studio 
SWINDON, WILTSHIRE TEL: 01793854924

www.aceshighpresents.co.uk

East Looe Tattoo-East Looe 
Cornwall   I

Tel: 01503 265 757

PULSE TATTOO & PIERCING—NORTHAMPTON

Tattoos by Andy X Edge, Simon Walden & Niall Barton.
Piercings by Charlii, James & Alana, 12 & 15 St Peters Walk, Northampton, NN1 1PT  

Tel: 01604 627228    
pulsetattoo@outlook.com

I pulsetattooandpiercing   L pulsetattooandpiercing

www.pulse-tattoo.co.uk
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Asgard Piercing & Tattooing - Southampton
Tel: 02380 231140 I

www.asgard-bodyart.co.uk

Buddie's Premier Tattooing - Clacton-On-
Sea    Tel: 01255 433755   I
www.buddiestattoos.com

Diamond Jacks Tattoo Co - London
Tel: 0207 437 0605   I

www.diamondjacks.co.uk

Dor Stocker Tattoos - Bexleyheath
Tel: 02083030198  IL

 www.dorstockertattoos.com

Double 7 Tattoo & Piercing - milton keynes
Tel: 01908322077  IL

www.double7tattoo.co.uk

FireFly Tattoo Company - East Sussex   
Tel: 01323847434

www.fireflytattoo.co.uk   I

Ink Fact - Hackney, London
Tel: 02085 333334   IL
www.inkfacttattoo.com

Intro Tattoo and Piercing Studio
brighton    Tel: 01273 739019 IL

www.introtattoo.com

Jesters Tattoo Works - London SE9 3SA
Tel: 0208 294 5777   IL
www.jesterstattoo.com

Lady Pirates Tattoo Studio - Essex
Tel: 01702 482459

I Lady-Pirates-Tattoo-Studio

MARLOW TATTOO LOUNGE
Tel: 01628 473979

I MARLOWTATTOOLOUNGE

Needlework Tattoo - Lightwater
Tel: 01276 475554  I

www.needleworktattoo.com

Needlework Tattoo - Godalming
Tel:01483 410000   I

www.needleworktattoo.com

Next Generation Tattoo - milton keynes
Tel: 01908 560003

www.nextgenerationtattoo.co.uk

Ouch Tattoos - Essex
Tel: 01992 711917   IL

www.ouchtattoostudio.co.uk

Old London Road Tattoos - Kingston 
upon Thames  Tel: 0208 549 4705
www.oldlondonroad.co.uk IL

Pain Divine - Croydon
Tel: 0208 686 6136   I
www.paindivine.co.uk

Phoenix Rising - Chesham
Tel: 01494 792392   I

www.phoenixrisingtattooshop.com

Pictures of Lily - Bedfordshire
Tel: 01767 318109   IL

www.picturesoflily.co.uk

Piercing Tattoos- Crawley
Tel: 01293 618811

I Dave.How I Jeep Bluezone

Pride Tattoo & Piercing Studio - London
Tel: 0208 981 5503   IL

www.pridetattoos.webeden.co.uk

Ravenskin Selsey Tattoo Studio
Tel: 01243 602505  LI 
ravenskin@hotmail.com

TATTOOS BY TOMO—SMETHWICK

Tattoos by Leah Elphick
4 Oving Road, Chichester, West 

Sussex, PO19 7EG
Tel: 01243 773844

blackpearltattooparlour@
hotmail.com

ILblackpearltattooparlour
www.blackpearl-tattooparlour.co.uk

SMOKING GUNS TATTOO STUDIO

Smoking Guns Tattoo Studio
2 Horsemarket, Kettering NN16 0DG  01536 601235

smokingguns110@gmail.com
Aritsts - Mark V, Mcilvenny, Abbie & Billy

 
I Smoking Guns Tattoo Studio
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HAPPY SAILOR TATTOOS—SHOREDITCH

Tattoos by - Tota, James,Ana
Piercings by Tota, manager: 

shane
17 Hackney Road, Shoreditch  

London, E2 7NX 
Tel ;020 7033 9222 

IL happy sailor tattoo
www.happysailortattoo.com 

WANDERLUST TATTOOS—CROYDON

Tel: 02034905978  IL
www.wanderlusttattoo.co.uk

STUDIO 69 TATTOO & PIERCING—LONDON

Tattoos by Desmond Byrne, Stefan Kyriacou & Nico Lanio
 Piercings by Ruth & Alex

Laser tattoo removal also available  Tel: 0208 531 4947
6 Chingford Rd, Walthamstow, London, E17 4PJ

I  Studio 69 Tattoo and Piercing 
 

www.studio69tattoo-piercing.co.uk

Red’s Tattoo Parlour - Colchester
Tel: 01206 766606  IL
www.redstattoos.co.uk

Skin FX www.skinfx.tattoo
fade@skinfx.tattoo

@fadefxtattoo

Tattoo Crew - Surrey
Tel: 02082 867757

I Tattoo Crew London

Tattoo FX - West Sussex
Tel: 01444 243330   I
www.tattoo-fx.co.uk

Tattoo Studio 149 - London 
Tel: 020 8544 0304  L
I tattoo studio 149

Tattooing at Gunpoint - Hove
Tel: 01273 206226   I

www.tattooingatgunpoint.co.uk

Woody's Tattoo Studio - High Wycombe
Tel: 01494 464023   I

www.woodystattoostudio.com

Underground Tattoos & Piercing - Watford
Tel: 01923 288447   ILJ

www.undergroundtattoos.co.uk

E A S T

Indigo Tattoo Studio - Norwich
Tel: 01603 886143   IL

www.indigotattoos.co.uk

The Ink Room Tattoo Studio - 
Woodbridge   tel: 01728748125   I
www.theinkroomtattoostudio.co.uk

P I E R C I N G  &  O T H E R

The Metal Guru
Tel: 01642 649288    I The Metal 

Guru Body Modification

Jenny Clarke Design 
Tel: 01509 264 110

www.jennyclarkedesign.com

NUTZ TATTOO & PIERCING STUDIO—WARE

Tattoos by Nutz & Jackie. 
Piercing by Jackie  Tel: 01920 

469721
27 Church Street, ware, 
hertfordshire, sg12 9eh

www.nutztattoo.com
I nutz tattoo

AXIOS TATTOO—HOVE

Tattoos by Ade Stacey and Nigel Palmer
1 Hove Park Villas, Hove BN3 6HP

Tel: 01273 736255   IL
info@axiostattoo.com

www.axiostattoo.com

TRUE WILL TATTOOS—DORKING

True Will Tattoos
5-6 Beare Green Court

Old Horsham road, Beare green
Rh54sl 07896 298833

Tattooing by Dee, Sophie and Rosie. 
Piercing by Gemma. Tues-sat 10-5
And we are an all female studio
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T A T T O O  O F  T H E  M O N T H

by
Chris Papadakis    

There’s not a whole lot I need to say 
about this piece because I plucked it 
out of the article with Chris from earlier 
in the magazine - anything you need to 
know about the man, just head back a 
few pages and you’re in business.

Other than that, I simply love how 

in your face this is. Wonderful design, 
lovely placement - probably made all 
the more in your face by an appar-
ent lack of any other tattoos… an all 
round win/win/ for this piece over 
here this month.

Game over.

 chris_tattooer
 mothandrosetattoo

mothandrosetattoo.com/
mothandrosetattoo@gmail.com
christattooer.bigcartel.com

Chris Papadakis






